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introduction
the ninth through the eleventh of october 1909 the
womens organization of the church of jesus christ of
latterday
latter day saints known as the relief society held its
semi
semiannual
annual conference in the assembly hall on temple square
I
largely unnoticed at that time there
in salt lake city
occurred an event which in retrospect can be seen as a
significant turning point for that organization
at first glance the report of this conference seems
little different from others of the period speakers treated
the usual topics which ranged from home economics to the
spiritually uplifting there was a continued emphasis on
preventative medicine as indicated by general board member
phebe beaties report on the relief societys long running
program for training public health nurses and dr martha
hughes cannons presentation
the necessity of hygienic and
2
or the home and the state
sanitary conditions ffor
there
seemed to be no indication that something was about to
happen that would lead to far reaching changes
on

1

38

society
relief
20
1909

womans exponent

general relief society conference
29
october 1909 28
2829

womans exponent

september
2

38

general

conference

1

on tuesday morning

the ninth of october ida
dusenberry a member of the organizations general
presidency submitted for the assembled congregations
approval a list of women then serving or being proposed to
boarde
serve on the relief societys general governing boards
board near
amy
name
was
brown lyman who at thirty
bottom
of
the
the
3
seven became the newest and youngest member of that body

despite her relative youth she possessed a foundation
of experience which would suit her well for this new
responsibility over the next thirtyfive
thirty five years she would
play a crucial role in a series of revolutionary changes
that would reinvigorate the organizational structure of the
relief society and bring it to a new level of
professionalism as it met the challenges of the twentieth
century lyman was instrumental in the churchs adoption of
modern social work techniques for use in the administration
of charity and relief and responsible for the creation of
the relief society department of social services her
activities took her to the utah state legislature where she
sponsored progressive legislation most notably an act which
resulted in a dramatic reduction in maternal and infant
mortality rates she mobilized the relief society to lobby
for the creation of a state school for the mentally
handicapped and during the great depression she helped
3

ibid
2

secure

much needed

federal funds

social services during

she presided over the

a remarkable period of cooperation

between church and government when the new deal and the
church welfare plan forced a realignment of relief society

activities

she worked hard to maintain a meaningful role

for the rank and file of the organization her efforts
brought her into contact with leaders of national and
international charity and womens organizations and through
her tireless activity the church she served gained
recognition and respect
amy brown lyman would prove to be one of the most
important women in the history of the church of jesus christ
of latterday
latter day saints and among its most significant figures
in the twentieth century unswerving in her devotion to her
faith she was equally untiring in the service of her fellow
i

beings

though her

distinction

it

life

was marked by unprecedented

also marred by tragedy and
disappointment through it all she persevered and changed
the relief society and the community in which she lived
was

3

I

CHAPTER 1

FAMILY AND CHILDHOOD

in order to understand the character and achievements
of amy brown lyman it is important to know something about
her parents and the environment in which she was raised
born to john and margaret zimmerman brown february 7 1872
grove
pleasant
town
farming
tiny
of
utah amy
in the
twentythird
cassandra was johns twenty
third child margaret the last
of his three polygamous wives bore ten of those children
six of whom lived to maturity amy was the youngest
daughter of the family and the next to last child who
survived to adulthood
her father was born october 23 1820 in sumner county
tennessee on the hundred acre farm settled by the family
fifteen years before when john was nine his parents found
themselves unable to support their fourteen children on such
a small tract and moved to a larger farm in perry county
illinois with this change in location came misfortune
beginning the next year when one of his sisters died
followed two years later by his father and another sister
1

john zimmerman brown ed autobiography of pioneer
john brown 1820
1896 salt lake city john zimmerman brown
18201896
1941
1484490
148449o
148449
1

4

three brothers within the next four years he was left
alone to care for his mother when all of his remaining
brothers and sisters married and moved away within the next
and

two years

2

though hindered by the familys struggle for survival
john had long desired gogain
gain a formal education and now at
to
togain
age seventeen with his mothers encouragement he returned

to sumner county to begin work at the rural academy though
his formal study seems limited to two summers beginning in
1837 he described the experience as a great benefit to
1 I was
me
he observed
old enough to know the
necessity of applying myself closely to my studies and there
were none of my fellows that could excel me
at the
conclusion of the second summer he returned to illinois
where he began to teach school in hope of saving enough
money to finance further study
he had concluded by this
time to obtain a finished education at all hazards despite
3
his humble circumstances 0
yet his plans soon changed when revivals in the fall of
1838 prompted him to begin an intensive study of the bible
he was converted at a presbyterian camp meeting in tennessee
and later joined the missionary baptist church where he
became such a lively member that friends encouraged him to
train for the ministry while contemplating the matter he
2

brown

autobiography

3

ibid

32
1731
173132

30
31
3031

5

george
dykes
when
mormonism
contact
with
elder
had his first
obtained permission to preach in his school house he
strongly opposed dykes at first but soon became drawn to the
missionary convinced of the truth of the doctrine dykes
taught brown was baptized in the latter part of july 1841
from that time on he maintained an unwavering devotion to
4
his new faith
nauvoo
now
body
in
with
gathered
of
the
saints
the
he
mormon
met
prominent
and
leaders including the
illinois
churchs founder joseph smith and his brother hyrum
working for a time with those constructing the church owned
nauvoo house he then returned to his family during the
spring and summer of 1842 the following winter he served a
short mission to southern illinois then followed this with
a more extensive tour in the southern states where he met
and married his first wife elizabeth crosby brown in
5
monroe county Mis
mls
mississippi
mississi
api
sissi ppi
when john and his wife returned to nauvoo they found
that the prophet had been murdered by a mob and the saints
were in disarray
apostle brigham young and the council of
the twelve had assumed leadership of the church and rallied
them to complete the construction of the temple that joseph
smith had commenced brown found work assisting in this
construction when the threat of impending mobs and action
4
5

ibid
ibid

32
31
3132

3447
6

against church leaders by the federal government forced
young to make plans for an exodus to the far west brown
took part in the move and left nauvoo in 1846 to journey to
mississippi to lead a group of mormon converts to pueblo
colorado while the so
called mississippi saints wintered
socalled
there he traveled to winter quarters nebraska on the
missouri river and joined the main body of the church the
following spring he served as captain in youngs vanguard of
pioneers and with apostle orson pratt was among the first
of the mormon party to see the salt lake valley from the top
of big mountain on july 19 1847
settling first in little cottonwood he took up
residence in salt lake city a short time later then in 1855
moved part of his family to lehi in utah county
in 1863 he
established his residence at nearby pleasant grove when
brigham young requested him to serve as bishop brown
family lore links this last move to a dispute which had
6

split the tiny

community

into opposing

camps

brown

who

had a reputation as a peacemaker
peacemakerl was called in to bring the
two groups back together and restore harmony a job which he

performed successfully he remained there as bishop for
twenty
eight years serving at the same time as mayor for
twentyeight

6

ibid

56

amy brown lyman in retrospect
66
78
6678
amy brown lyman
lake city general

autobiography of
board of relief society 1945

salt
445
5

7

twenty and as representative to the

territorial legislature

for nineteen
brown learned soon after his first marriage of the
mormon doctrine of plurality of wives or celestial marriage
but did not take his second wife amy snyder until 1854
57 brought the mormon reformation a
185657
the winter of 1856
revivalistic recommitment to the churchs leaders and
beliefs which prompted a surge in plural marriages he
joined in the spirit of the times and took his third and
7

wife margaret zimmerman in march 1857
john browns polygamous family was fairly typical as
far as the number and ages of his wives and the
relationships between them he was twenty
twentythree
three when he
married elizabeth crosby who was twenty two thirtythree
thirty three
when he married amy snyder who was twenty and thirtyfive
thirty five
when he married margaret zimmerman
zinnerman who was twenty one it

last

8

was normal

for

a man in a

position of leadership to be

married to more than one wife and while most polygamists
9
had only two it was not unusual to have three
likewise
susan elizabeth beth swensen driggs oral history
interview by david hall 1991 tape in possession of author
brown autobiography 18 140 245
andrew jenson
day saint biographical encyclopedia 4 vols
latterday
lattercity
salt
1 511
36
andrew jenson history company 1901
lake
190136
7

in retrospect

lyman

8

brown

5

autobiography

40
138
13840

48
146
14648

51 138 146
48 jessie L embry mormon
ibid 50
14648
5051
polygamous families life in the principle salt lake city
36
university of utah press 1987 29
2936
9

8

er of children per
browns families were typical in the nnumber
family two of his wives had ten each and the other had
five and in their living arrangements with each wife
having a home of their own two of them located in pleasant
grove and one in nearby lehi his wives and families seem
to have gotten along well and were able to maintain amiable
10
relationships despite occasional disagreements

his
gentleness and fairness each wife sought out his counsel
and reportedly enjoyed his confidence
he worked hard to
As a polygamous husband

he was known for

maintain harmony between them but the system was an
intrinsically difficult one at least one wife margaret
taught her daughters to avoid polygamy
while the difficulties that came with this lifestyle
seem to be self evident less obvious strains came when
congress began to crack down on the practice of polygamy
with the enactment of the edmunds and edmunds
edmundstucker
tucker acts in
the 1880s in response federal marshals began to stage a
series of antipolygamy
anti polygamy raids which forced many of those
engaged in the practice into hiding to avoid prosecution and
coined
imprisonment john brown jjoined
oined them on the underground
f or eighteen months during the worst of the period though
for
often close to home his flights and secretive existence
11

10

brown

retrospect
11

9

brown

autobiography

39
138
13839

147

lyman

in

40
families 37 75 139
13940
autobiography 137146 driggs oral history

embry

polygamous

9

despite this hardship
he remained devoted to the church and never wavered in his
faith even when later events forced the eventual public
renunciation and abandonment of the practice through the
manifesto issued by the president of the church in 1890 he
accepted the change in course and defended church leaders
12
against critics
brown worked hard to instill within each of his
children the simple values of integrity and hard work A
nephew observed if uncle john ever had a lazy hair on him
he shed them all before 1I knew him he never knew when he
was tired or when 1I was tired either
daughter amy shared
her fathers energetic temperament and propensity for hard
As an adult she was quick paced and like him
work
13
father often outworked those younger than she
brown taught his children strict self control with an
emphasis on honor
honorl integrity and humility
he opposed
corporal punishment and taught instead that example and
precept with love and firmness would secure the desired

made normal
nornal family

life

impossible

59 john brown to AC
autobiography 347
34759
np
brown april 26 1896 holograph ap
original in
possession of amy lyman engar copy in possession of the
author
13
vera white pohlman oral
brown autobiography 20
92 tapes in
history interviews by david hall 1991
199192
possession of the author leona fetzer wintch oral history
92 tapes in possession of
interviews by david hall 1991
199192
the author
12

brown

10

was
and
a
was
patriarch
not
detached
he
it
results
reported that none of his children escaped his watchful
15
even on the underground he taught them through
care
14

his letters

which dispensed straightforward counsel tempered

with humor an example is found in a note written to
amy
was
hiding
june
he
injune
1886
while
year
injure
of
in
old
fourteenyearold
fourteen
near hanging rock in american fork canyon
although 1I occupy a position on this rock conspicuously
hanging over the road no one can see me except those
Mormoni sms
who strictly keep the word of wisdom mormonisms
16
health code say their prayers and go to meeting
amy inherited her fathers unquestioning devotion to
the church and internalized his philosophies his favorite
sayings as remembered by his children could easily describe
her as an adult
the man who cannot control himself will not be able to
control others
temper outbursts harm the one who indulges in them more
than they harm others
do not publish other peoples faults
neither praise nor deprecate yourself
you
own
expect
your
you
cannot
keep
cannot
secret
if

it
do not tell all you know
spend less money than you
others to keep

for

you

earn

perhaps most descriptive of amy was his maxim do not
17
07
grieve over the past but prepare for the future
0

14
15

16
17

autobiography
brown autobiography

brown

ibid
ibid

19
19

354

419
11

lyman

in retrospect 5566
.6

lost his love of learning and continued his
education through self study reading extensively and
frequently purchasing works of literature and history for
library he always regretted his own inability
familylibrary
the family
brown never

to gain a higher education and encouraged each of his
children to continue their studies past the common or
elementary level all attended local brigham young academy
18
and some continued at universities in the east
his personality was a combination of serious singleminded devotion mixed with a disarming sense of humor

photographs of him are revealing in light of what is known
of his character in his youth his eyes were keen with
interest in later years they had acquired a mischievous

twinkle which betrayed his wit in his early years a
prominent facial feature was a wide serious mouth which
by middle age had softened into a gentle wry smile
As it is important to know something of johns
personality in order to understand amy it is similarly
useful to consider her mothers character margaret
zimmerman brown was born in franklin county pennsylvania on
her father was a language teacher who had
received a university education in germany while her mother
came from a family of educated civil servants
each had
come to the united states as children with their families
and in 1816 they met and married in pennsylvania
converted

march 25

18

1836

ibid

220
0

12

church in 1841 they moved to illinois in 1843
where they remained until they joined the saints in utah and
was
made their home in lehi in 1851
there that daughter
it
margaret met john brown and became his third wife in 1857

to the

mormon

0

4

6

0

recalled her mother as a strict disciplinarian who
some might have
kept tight reign over her household
though that she dominated the lives of her children and
required too much of them amy observed
observedl and probably this
was the case but she was so wise and farseeing and her
judgement
jud gement sic was so good that we had more confidence in
amy

her mother as
forceful dynamic and efficient yet she was tender and
sympathetic
others in the family remembered the same
qualities and added that she was not outwardly emotional by
19
A son recalled her in the following terms
nature
she was a strong character with high ideals and
braver fearless and outspoken a typical
bravel
standards was brave
example of the honest straightforward
straight forward individual who
has no use for pretense evasion or hypocrisy at the20
same time she was tender sympathetic and forgiving
like her husband margaret valued education and
transferred this appreciation to her family she loved
literature and sometimes read novels with her children and
later her grandchildren with whom she would share favorite
her ideas than

we

had in our own

amy saw

in retrospect 7 brown autobiography 147
vervene hayes pingree oral history interview by loretta L
hefner 1979 typescript 3 the james moyle oral history
program archives historical department of the church of
jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints salt lake city utah
20
48
brown autobiography 147
14748
19

lyman

13

passages and discuss impressions she was deeply interested
in current affairs and eagerly awaited the arrival of the
21
weekly paper
amys youth was spent in a tiny farming community
gos
timpanogos
located at the foot of utah valleys mount Timpano
first known as battle creek in commemoration of an early
skirmish between mormons and indians it received its later
designation of pleasant grove from a large stand of
22
with only a few
cottonwoods near the center of town
f ew
hundred residents it was a typical settlement on the mormon
frontier adobe had been the building material of choice
among the towns early residents
residentst but this was giving way to
brick during the years of amys childhood following the
pattern of other mormon villages pleasant groves dirt
streets were aligned in a comforting sense of order to the
points of the compass farmers built their homes in town to
provide their families with the advantages of community life
while they traveled daily to and from their fields which
surrounded the settlement
located about thirty miles south of salt lake city
pleasant grove was on the main road that ran north and south
through the state two years before amys birth the
telegraph came through followed three years later by the

pingree oral history 3
22
Timpano gos
cros
timpanogos
howard R driggs timpanocros
cios town story of old
grove
pleasant
and
creek
utah manchester new
battle
hampshire the clarke press 1948
43
45
4345
21

14

while not isolated the town
utah central railroad
remained rural in character and during these early years
indoor plumbing remained a luxury and electricity was
23

relatively

unknown

most of

24

its adult residents

were veterans of

mormonisms pioneer experience and a strong sense of

existed among them they renewed
year when they joined the rest of the state
twentyfourth
fourth of july the date brigham
the twenty
arrived in the salt lake valley they held
community

these bonds each
in celebrating
youngs party

parades noncommercial as amy later remembered and organized programs
which featured the towns pioneer residents and included
local children in reenactments of the struggles and
successes of the first years of the settlement amys youth
was

filled with these experiences

which gave her a

lifelong

appreciation for her pioneer heritage
grove
pleasant
shared an active social
residents of
life that went beyond these yearly celebrations frequent
dances provided entertainment and opportunities to socialize
and in addition to their spiritual role church meetings
purpose
rpose more so than today they were
rapose
served much the same pu
25

23

gos town
timpanogos
timpanoqos
driggs Timpano

115

10
in retrospect 9910
25
lyman in retrospect 3 amy brown lyman
24
july
1954 university ward
typescript 4 amy brown lyman
collection manuscripts division
harold B lee library
brigham young university provo utah hereinafter
abbreviated as HBLL
24

lyman

15

also places to resolve conflicts within the community with
amy
sage
town
bishop
and
mother
her
the
her father the
found herself at the center of the towns activities
her
neighbors turned to her parents for advice and counsel and
she observed from her childhood how problems were solved as
her parents struggled with the complexities of human
26
nature
because girls significantly outnumbered boys in the
brown household amy often joined her sisters helping out
around the farm their daily chores included milking the
cows weeding the fields digging the potatoes and
gathering and drying ground cherries apples and peaches
27
by the hundreds of pounds to sell at market
together
they also learned how to operate an orderly household and
were taught the domestic skills of the day they made most
of their own clothing and many of their household goods
themselves when the styles of the day are considered with
their strict requirements for modesty this can only be seen
as a major undertaking

clothing than girls do today ours
was all homemade including our stockings
the
underwear of which we wore aplenty was usually made
of unbleached muslin which was hung out in the
clothesline or laid on the grass and sprinkled often
until it became soft and white our sheets and
pillowcases were also made of the same material in a
heavier grade in the winter we wore at least two
we wore much more

petticoats at
26

27

timea

a time

a heavy woolen one underneath

driggs oral history
brown autobiography

424
16

with a thinner one on top we wore warm well
lined
welllined
on our heads we wore knitted hoods
wool dresses
sweaters
on our hands home knitted woolen mittens
were unknown in those days
in the summer we wore
with
stiffly
several
calico swiss and lawn dresses
28
starched white petticoats
amy became an accomplished seamstress under her mothers
29
guidance and mastered the arts of quilting and tatting
medical care in pleasant grove during the years of
amys
anys
AMYIS childhood seems to have been fairly typical of that in
rural areas of the nation at the time because well trained
physicians were few and far between patients were often
patent
books
care
remedies
medical
to
of
the
folk
left
wives A revolution in health care had
midwives
medicines and mid
begun in the united states in the wake of the civil war but
concepts such as antisepsis remained poorly understood
while vaccination for smallpox was not unusual it would be
decades until other childhood killers were similarly
30
consequently sickness and death were
preventable
regular visitors to the community and formed a darker side
diphtherial
diphtheria she recalled was
of a of amys childhood
28
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engar
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costin two sisters for social justice A
leia Bgrace
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biography of
and edith abbott urbana university of
press
33
33o costin provides a good
1983
131
131330
13133
illinois
summary of medical conditions in the united states during
the decades immediately before and after 1900 especially as
women
they
30

affected

17

when cases appeared in town
the terror of my childhood
gunns
medical
with
doctor
her mother after consultation
book attempted to ward away the illness by providing each
child with
withan
vith an asafetida bag a fetid gum resin which gave
31
them a garlic smell to wear around their necks
after
one attack of this dread disease took five children from a
neighboring family amy recalled seeing their bodies passed
through a bedroom window in black homemade coffins then
loaded on a wagon for a hurried trip to the cemetery
another family terrified after five of their eight children
were stricken set fire to their home and all of its
contents in a desperate attempt to stop the spread of the
illness other diseases periodically scourged the
community among the worst of which was scarlet fever which
many
dead and some who survived with kidney trouble or
left
deafness smallpox was another but was avoided in the
brown household when margaret followed dr gunns
instructions and vaccinated each of her children with a
piece of a scab secured from a successfully vaccinated
32
1 at ive
re
lve
relative
along with children women fared especially poorly
during this period when amy was ten her sister laura and

any medicinal

effect of the bag would seem to be
rooted in the offensive odor which by itself could
influence potentially infectious playmates to avoid the
31

brown

children

32

lyman
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five other women lost their lives to infection following
unknowing
an
was
eventually
learned
that
childbirth it
amy
rny
amys
own
s
germs
them
each
to
e
of
ed
carr
midwife
had
carried
midwif
midkif
i the
invalid for much of her life as result of
semiinvalid
mother was a semi
1I

0

improper gynecological care during the birth of her
33
margaret was not bound by tradition or ffolk
foik
children
olk
beliefs and as medical knowledge advanced she did her best

determined to improve the
they reached maturity she

to adopt the latest practices

lot of her daughters after
arranged for a class in obstetrics to be taught for the
groves
women
young
and insisted that
pleasant
of
benefit
34
each of her girls attend
amy
any
the
experiences
strongly
influenced
early
these
loss of childhood friends and neighbors undoubtedly
contributed to her later concern and compassion for the
sufferings of others while her mothers emphasis on
preventative medicine and her willingness to adopt recent
innovations set a valuable example in addition to this
added sensitivity margaret browns
browns poor health also brought
amy her first contact with the general leadership of the
coining to her home on several occasions to
relief society coming
bless and comfort her mother were dignified reserved
honeyhearted
hearted zina DH
eliza R snow and gentle kind honey
1I
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their visits provided spiritual nurture to the

young

young

girl
on one occasion we children were permitted in the room
and were allowed to kneel in prayer with these sisters
and later to hear their fervent appeals for mothers
recovery they placed their hands upon her head and
promised that through35our united faith she would be

spared to her family
this was an impressive spiritual experience for us she
recalled and the fulfillment of this promise was a
testimony
like other church activities those of the relief
society were a part of daily life in pleasant grove amys
second mother john browns first wife elizabeth crosby
brown served as ward relief society president in amys
camf
youth and led community ef
ort the sick and care
comfort
f orts to comf
efforts
for the poor in 1876 at the call of brigham young the
relief society began to encourage the storage of grain in
anticipation of times of need pleasant groves women
joined others throughout the church in fulfilling this
36
assignment
gathering and drying ground cherries they
sold them at market and purchased wheat and metal storage
bins with their proceeds these bins proved a curiosity to
a
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local children

who

climbed atop to peer in

at the bounty

37

they contained
the church seemed at the heart of nearly all of amys
childhood activities and provided the setting for many early
insights into her character As a child she was said to be
extremely precocious beginning to walk and talk by ten
months
her brother later described her as healthy alert
dynamic and able to adjust readily to all childhood
at three she showed signs of her future direct
activities
and concise manner when she wandered next door to the town
meetinghouse one sunday where a man standing on the step
greeted her with the question well little girl who are
38
amy
you
cassandra three years old was her reply
she gained early teaching experience when like her
siblings she customarily repeated at home the stories heard
once she creatively related
from her teachers at church
the story of jonah to her younger brother recounting how
jonah had been thrown into the sea and swallowed by the
whale she continued
he carried jonah around for three days but jonah had
brass buttons on his shirt jumper and overalls and
these made the whale sick awful sick so sick that he
swam to the shore and threw jonah out on the ground
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amy brown

now

jonah
after this
him

became a good man and did what the
39

to do
lord wanted
amys own work in the church began at age eleven when
she served as secretary of the local primary association
which provided a weekly course of religious education for
the towns children she was still primary secretary when
as a nervous young girl of fourteen she made her first
public address at a meeting honoring the visiting
president of the stake primary annie K smoot amy was to
deliver a brief speech entitled the value of primary work
and then read a short poem written by another of the local
leaders following this she was to present the poem to the
president
program
performing
part
she returned
in
her
the
after
to her seat only to discover that instead of handing mrs
smoot the poem she had given her a red button which she had
nervously twisted from her dress
in my confusion she
1
recalled I rectified the mistake but discovered later a
hole in my lovely new dress where the button had
reposed

40
vt40

even as amys personality

reflected the influence of
each of her parents in appearance she was a clear mixture
of both photographs taken of her as a child show the dark
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january
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hair

and eyes of her mother and the serious

intelligent

look of her father like him she seemed somewhat awkward
in her youth as if she had not yet grown into her features
but also like him she had a look of determination in her
eyes which reflected a strength of disposition that even at

this early
ii
fire

age had earned her the nickname

ready aim

41

the time amys youth in pleasant grove had drawn to
a close she had already acquired many of the attributes
that would characterize her as an adult she possessed a
love for learning and an ability to work hard she had
learned selfcontrol
self control and had gained a wry sense of humor
in temperament she was energetic and forthright sometimes
to the point of bluntness perhaps most importantly by the
end of her years in pleasant grove she had come to see
service as a way of life and unquestioning devotion to her
beloved church as a matter of course
she was now ready to take the next step in her
development
from an early age she had wanted to be a
teacher and now having completed the available schooling in
pleasant grove it was time to move outside its bounds
by

41

driggs oral history
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CHAPTER

11
II

BRIGHAM YOUNG ACADAMY AND BEYOND

in the fall of 1888 john brown accompanied by
year old amy and her eighteenyearold
eighteen year old sister susie
sixteenyearold
sixteen
drove his old farm wagon loaded with furniture and supplies
provo
nearby
where the girls would begin their years
to
study at brigham young academy for susie this was already
a familiar routine but for amy it was a new adventure
adventurer
advent urel one
that she had long awaited and had eagerly anticipated
Timpano gos branch of the
the academy was founded as the timpanogos
university of deseret in the mid 1860s by warren and wilson
dusenberry who secured from brigham young the use of his
lewis building in provo to house the school financial
troubles forced the brothers to sell out to the mormon
leader in 1875 and he in turn used this opportunity to
further his efforts to resist the secularization of
education in utah by 1877 he had secured a stipulation in
the schools deed to the effect that it would admit only
latterday
latter day saints in good standing and that its teaching of
academics would be supplemented with mormon doctrine
1
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amy

to plague the institution and by
1887 church subsidies were required to keep it in operation
and
primary
were
intermediate
courses
divided
into
its
grammar departments for children for older and more
advanced students an academic department offered course
work in the humanities and sciences
in the late 1870s a
teacher training or normal department was added and it
was there that amy pursued her studies
at the time of her
younger
was
mostly
academy
serving
the
arrival
still
children A few years later academy records show that of
2
the 700 students only about thirty were college age
the school was forced by a fire from the lewis
building and in the fall of 1884 was relocated in more
spacious though still less than satisfactory quarters on
3
provo
the second floor of a newly completed warehouse in
despite this humble setting amy found the school a
surprise a marvel and a delight and observed
was
a
not
matter
building
plain
did
the
that
it
ordinary warehouse nor that the desks were long
with chairs of the kitchen
crude table af
affairs
fairst
variety it was the spirit and atmosphere of the
which were so fascinating and satisfying
institution
1I had heard a great deal from my brothers and sisters
and other former students about how fine the school
was how the spirit of the gospel permeated every
quarter and how the students regarded religion as the
most important subject in the whole curriculum
1I had
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anticipated much but the reality exceeded my
school
wonders
expectations and 1I found
of
the
the
4
had not half been told
woman
amy
young
who
made
was
a
vivacious
time
this
many
and
established
she
easily
at
BYA
friends

by

relationships that

one
friend
lifetime
last
these years perhaps amys closest was alice louise
would

a

from

of brigham young academys brigham
young university after 1903 most noted and beloved
the
educators in addition to their personal contact over the
years the two women shared service on the general board of
student days
the relief society many years after their studentdays
amy
impres
impressions
remembered
early
sions
of
her
imbres
alice
what most of her associates remember 1I feel sure was a
beautiful girl full of the spirit of youth and good
nature with as lovely a pair of brown eyes and as
beautiful brown hair as any brunette ever possessed
gentlemen may prefer blondes but at brigham young 5
academy in those days they nearly all preferred her
photographs of amy from this period seem to bear out
these memories showing her eyes alive with energy and
interest and revealing a beauty that matched her enthusiasm
gone were the awkward days of her girlhood now with her
long brown hair worn in a pompadour her features were fine
and well defined
in contrast to later years when she did

reynolds

who became one
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not worry about the latest style she was unafraid to
accentuate her appearance with the newest fashions which
often stood out in group pictures seeming to be involved
in most of the school activities she was the acknowledged
6
belle of the campus
her most enduring relationship stemming from these days
was with a handsome outgoing fellow student from thoele
tooele
richard roswell lyman it was perhaps inevitable that
other both were
richard and amy were drawn to each othero
extremely bright and shared a love of books and education
amy was the most popular young woman on campus and richard
handsome and charming gathered hosts of friends around him
and was at the center of nearly all the schools activities
grow
long
not
to
did
into love
take
attraction
for
their
it
the son of mormon apostle francis M lyman richard was
in many ways just coming into his own during these years at
the academy unusually solemn as a child he rarely smiled
though he sometimes would jump for joy according to one
source he was a strapping boy before he was induced to
7
known
laugh
not
what
is
difficulties or strict
it
constraints had weighed upon his young mind but whatever
limited his youthful happiness had passed by the time he met
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day
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36
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extremely open with his feelings to the point of being
amys
more
manner
balanced
boisterous
indiscrete his
8
reserved nature
aside from the emotional fulfillment the relationship
brought amys association with richard had other unforeseen
but beneficial consequences through richard and his
family amy was brought into a larger sphere of experience
and gained insights and contacts which later enhanced her
ability to effectively pursue her goals in social work
she also drew the attention of church leaders which
facilitated her later call to the general relief society

amy

leadership
amys time at brigham young academy was the first of a
series of steps which increasingly took her outside the
limits of life in rural utah like her father and many of
her forbears amy wanted to become a teacher and sought
training in the academys normal school thriving on the
environment there she performed well academically and
quickly became a favorite of the institutions director dr
karl G maeser at the conclusion of her studies he asked
her to stay on to train others in the primary department of
the institution her salary was 40 per month paid one
9
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the next

four years as a member of the faculty proved both a
stimulating and a difficult time for her well liked by
both her students and the staff amy found that she was not
suited temperamentally for the staid demeanor required from
a person in her position during the victorian era where she
1I
911
111
gil
III
was expected to be circumspect in all her actions
used to feel at times she wrote that teaching in a
church school had its handicaps especially for young women
12
who loved fun parties and dancing as 1I did
As a
bishops daughter she had been expected to set an example of
proper conduct and her childhood activities had been
strictly regulated by her father
father As a youth she not only
was required to be accompanied by appropriate chaperons but
her recreations had to meet her fathers criteria for
acceptability As a student she had reveled in the relative
freedom she had enjoyed but now as a member of the faculty
she again felt constrained sometimes the burden became
almost too great for her enthusiastic heart to bear and
once it even drove her to an uncharacteristic display of
rebelliousness when she argued with dr maeser about
attendance at a masquerade ball
11
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reynolds

for

by
season
event
hosted
of
the
social
the
it
provos elite and all of her friends were attending in
costume
in light of her position maeser felt that it
would be inappropriate for her to follow their lead though
she contended strongly to change his mind ultimately she
acquiesced both to his counsel and her own sense of duty and
joined others of the faculty who sat on the sidelines and
13
03
watched from the bald headed row
despite rare strains such as these amy remembered her
relationship with maeser in positive terms she boarded
during these years at the maeser home and shared a bedroom
with their daughter eva and was treated like one of the
family in dr maeser with his combination of deep faith
world love for learning she saw a
in mormonism and old
oldworld
rolemodel
role model and a constant inspiration to improve her
was

abilities
after four years in the
14

primary department

amy

felt

the time had come for a change so in the fall of 1894 she
moved to salt lake city and began two years teaching in the
school district there richard by this time had gone east
to finish his education at the university of michigan and
though not publicly engaged he and amy were promised to one
another it was a very difficult time for them one prone
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court ships to insecurity and
most long distance courtships
misunderstanding an example is provided in a letter

like

arbor in the wake of a previous
disagreement where he clearly insecure in the relationship
15
pled for reassurance of amys continued affections
M
counseled him not to
francis
father
richards
procrastinate their marriage but amys father did not
approve richard first had to complete his studies before
16
john brown was willing to give his daughter in marriage
amy revealed her own reluctance to marry in a letter
written to her sister margarets widower will hayes in the
winter of 1895 richard was then completing his studies in
ann arbor and amy planned to attend his graduation
having never been out of utah and fearing that
ceremonies
she would never get east again she hoped to arrange with
hayes then nearing the end of his term of service as a
missionary in the eastern states mission to take an
extended tour together of the eastern united states

richard wrote

from ann

11

R lyman to amy brown february 7
1894
richard
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copy in the possession of the author
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M
lyman to richard R lyman march 3 1891
francis
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typescript ap
copy in possession of the author engar oral history
richard had made his intentions known to amys father as
early as the summer of 1889 though well acquainted with
father john brown was willing to take his time to
richards
make a careful assessment of this would
be son
in law see
wouldbe
soninlaw
john brown to richard R lyman september 16 1889
holograph ap
np original in possession of amy lyman engar
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particularly interested in historical sites around new york
and boston she proposed that they could travel cheaply and
wisely
see about as
she planned to delay telling
all the
17
arrangements had been made
the letter is important for more than its information
about amys desire to see the world for it reveals a great
deal about a young woman who was chaffing against the rigid
constraints of the victorian era women were considered
delicate creatures who needed to safeguard their fragile
health and they were to avoid careers outside the home
after marriage for fear that they would only strain their
much

hay
hayseeds
seeds
her mother until

as any other two

tw

amy
constitutions
their
felt limited by
these perceptions while reassuring hayes that she did not
want to ruin herself she felt that her health was as good
as any of her girlfriends who had already married in
response to an earlier question from hayes as to whether she
was ready for the event
marriage she showed some of the
ambition that would later lead her to great achievements
1 I want
she replied to see hear a few more things
by this point in her life
before 1I sink into oblivion
amy clearly felt uncomfortable with the quiet and uneventful
18
domestic role victorian society had prepared for her

minds and weaken
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to will hayes february 24 1895
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as
became
and
out
hayes
trip
the
turned
ill
it
planned did not take place instead in company with
francis M lyman she traveled to ann arbor and attended
richards commencement activities his outgoing personality
had proved as popular at michigan as it had at brigham
young and he was elected president by his class in his
sophomore year an honor which he enjoyed again as a senior
proud of his accomplishments there amy was less thrilled
with the attention he received from the michigan women
19
students
this set me to thinking she observed
amys
while the loss of her traveling companion altered anys
plans to see the east it did not cancel them while
richard returned to utah she made new arrangements to
continue to new york city with a group of buyers and their
would
families from utahs ZCMI department store
it
be difficult to explain how thrilling new york was to the
women members of the party
she wrote born and reared as
1I had been in a small village this was especially the case
with me
in years to come she would see the city from the
perspective of a social worker but on this first trip she
enjoyed the sights as a tourist the elevated railroad and
the subway were equally mysterious and the theaters and
20
business district marvelous
from new york she returned
by way of illinois where she visited her fathers old home
As
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in perry county

john brown was seen as sort of a lost
sheep by his siblings when he joined the mormon church but
church business took him through his old home many times
where he became a favorite uncle to the family and was
a

greeted warmly on each arrival As the first of his
children to visit amy was given a hearty welcome and
introduced to a host of her fathers nieces nephews and
21
cousins
with his undergraduate studies now at an end richard
was left with a large debt of nearly 2500 owed to his
father at the rate of 10 percent interest which further
delayed his plans to marry amy while she taught for
another year in the salt lake schools richard accepted a
position at brigham young academy as principal of the high
school and head of the department of mathematics and
physics he also began a long association with the churchs
young mens mutual improvement association YMMIA when
he was chosen as counselor in the presidency of the utah
22
stake branch of the organization
finally on september 9 1896 they were married in the
salt lake temple by apostle joseph F smith a cousin of the
A reception
clymans
lymans and known to them as uncle joseph
followed at the home of richards sister annie and her
husband william H king who had already started on the long
21
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career in utah politics that would eventually take him to
23
the united states senate
richard began as an instructor at the university of
utah that fall while the couple arranged to rent a house
directly across the street from the campus then located on
second north and second west in salt lake city their new
home had been previously supplied with a wagon
wagonload
load of
grove
pleasant
goods
from
brought
and
in
furniture
addition to household items their possessions included
we
edg
being country bred amy recorded
could
edl
livestock
record
not conceive of a real home without at least a cow and some
1

chickens

0

0

924
24

took full advantage of her proximity to the
university to continue her education enrolling in english
literature and history courses her enthusiasm for learning
was bolstered during this period when she was invited to
join the authors club a group of prominent women who met
25
21
regularly to study and socialize
this association
created important contacts which later helped open doors for
amy

her
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one year and

child wendell

three months after their marriage

brown lyman

was born on december 18

a
1897

their pocketbook
increased amy honed her economizing skills as she and
richard struggled to pay off his school debt their

As

their household

grew and demands on

financial resources were so limited for several years that
was
wrote
1902
to
in
with
richard
evident
satisfaction
it
amy

you and 1I

daylight yesterday for
the first time for from 11 oclock to 12 was the first
hour in our lives or life together that we have seen in
1I have my note
which we did not pay any interest
26
and it is branded PAID
from the bank
amy
and
became
practice
both
habitual
of
for
the
thrift
richard who throughout their lives remained careful with
my

darling

saw

money

active teaching in her local ward during these
years first in the primary and then in the young ladies
mutual improvement association YLMIA
her first
published public address also came during this period when
she spoke in october of 1899 at the mothers conference in
salt lake city on the topic of training children without the
use of corporal punishment As the mother of a young son
she mirrored the views of her father in espousing the
virtues of strength of will and consistency in preference to
physical coercion dismissing
dismiss ing the latter as the last resort
amy was

to amy brown lyman typescript
ap
np no date original in possession of amy lyman engar
copy in possession of the author lyman in retrospects
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of the lazy had another spoken these words she might have
been seen as a youthful idealist but in amy it was merely
27
the public declaration of a lifelong principle
for his part richard busied himself with church work
continuing his
and his duties at the university
association with the YMMIA he was now superintendent of
that organization in the salt lake stake and sometimes
traveled with his father on church business where he spoke
in outlying wards meanwhile the university was preparing
to move its campus to its present site on salt lake citys
east bench and richard had the duty of surveying the new

location
coincident with the payment of richards debts in 1902
came his first sabbatical year
at amys urging it was
decided to use this opportunity to continue his education at
29
cornell university which had offered him a scholarship
lymans arranged to make the
with the approach of summer the clymans
28
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richard arrived there squarely in the middle of
what would later be termed the progressive era
this was a
period of massive reform spawned in the wake of political
corruption and the unprecedented growth of large
corporations during which many groups united to seek a
positive role for government in the regulation of business
excesses and in the promotion of the public good using the
same scientific approach that had revolutionized industry
many examined society seeking to develop a more efficient
and just community and nation
this led to the creation of
public utilities improved boards of health and to several
political reforms including the direct election of senators
and the adoption of initiative referendum and recall
legislation in the private sector it sparked an increased
interest in social engineering and sent many looking for
improved methods of charity work these included the
formation of local boards to coordinate distribution of
relief charity organization societies the creation of
settlement houses and other community resources and most
importantly the adoption of the case work method this
involved a social worker assisting a family or individual in
amy and
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occurred
back in utah many of the same types of changes occured
which would spawn the progressive movement elsewhere
the
railroad had spurred the growth of the mining industry

stimulated the states mercantile interests and provided a
market for its agricultural products it also encouraged a
growing number of gentile businessmen to come into the
32
territory bringing with them badly needed capital
during the last two decades of the nineteenth century
conditions had changed dramatically and in the wake of the
antipolygamy
anti polygamy persecution of the 1880s church leaders felt
pressured to make concessions to enter the american
mainstream this led to a relaxation of tensions between
mormon and nonmormon
non mormon elements in utah society and brought
cooperation between them in business and politics As time
passed utahs economy lost much of its distinctive isolated
character which brought the unintended result that the
people of the state now began to share the same social ills
as the rest of the nation
discussion of the developments in social work
during this era see james leiby A history of social
welfare work in the united states new york columbia
university press 1978
discussion from one of the
for amary
E richmond
periods leaders
of reform see
social
diagnosis new york russell sage foundation 1917
32
considering themselves modernday
modern day israel mormons
routinely terms those not of their faith as gentiles during
this period
31

for

a
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revealed when utahs industries were hit
33
by the national depression in the 1890s
local
conditions were worsened by the continued immigration of
mormon converts from europe who had already begun to place
strains on the limited resources of the region and the
cormons
mormon church 34 in addition to the mormons
Mormons a growing
non mormon immigrants largely from eastern europe
number of nonmormon
and china had been drawn to the area first by construction
of the railroad and then by work in the mines their
presence contributed to the continued growth of the states
cities until by 1910 its rate of urbanization had surpassed
that of the rest of the nation As the area acquired an
increasingly urban character it also experienced a growth
35
of social problems
drawing on the legacy of thought remaining from their
pioneer experience many utahns
utahna would embrace the ideologies
36
while the
of the progressive era to address these ills

this trend

was
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A

past allowed

readily accept a positive role for
monnon
non mormon
government their more recent interaction with nonmormon
businessmen and politicians encouraged a willingness to join
with the larger community in a cooperative effort to deal
with these issues salt lake city led the way beginning
first with efforts to eradicate vice progressive leaders
soon worked for civic improvements such as street paving
storm sewers street lights more city parks improved
public health regulation including smoke abatement and
mosquito eradication and the adoption of the commission
37
many of these reforms would not come
orn of government
form
f orm
for several years however and progressivism was in its
clymans went east to continue
infancy in utah when the lymans
them

to

more

richards education
the university of chicago was at the center of national
efforts of reform and the types of activities taking place
there provided a rich cross section of the approaches many
were taking to combat urban ills and achieve a more just
society during her summer in the city amy was deeply
impressed by these efforts and gained insights that would
prove valuable in years to come
accompanying amy richard and fouryearold
four year old wendell to
chicago were alice louise reynolds then professor of
an account of salt lakes reforms during the
progressive era see thomas G alexander and james B alien
allen
ailen
mormons and gentiles A history of salt lake Ccity boulder
colorado pruett publishing co 1984 especially chapter
37
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rom
english at brigham young academy and matilda peterson ffrom
38
also in their party were
the utah state school office
amy
lyman two of richards sisters whose presence
and
ida
as she was known to the lyman family to
allowed amy B
attend courses in the summer session while they watched
amy enrolled in several classes including
young wendell
biblical literature and shakespeare and one taught by dr
george E vincent in the comparatively new science of
sociology vincent who would later serve as president of
the rockefeller foundation was an extremely popular
amy
enrolled in his course largely out of
lecturer
curiosity but the experience would prove to be one of the
most significant of her life vincent required each student
to fulfill a field assignment amys took her to hull house
which brought her into contact with noted reformer jane
11

addams

39

founded by addams and her friend

ellen gates starr in

hull house began as an effort by these two college
educated women to settle in a neighborhood of poor emigrants
from this well intended but vaguely
in order to do good
conceived beginning hull house quickly evolved into the
social center of the community by the time amy arrived in
1902 it had already grown out of its original home in the
old charles hull mansion and begun to expand into a
1889

11

38
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6

sprawling series of buildings that would eventually cover
several city blocks within this complex a multitude of
services were provided including a playground a gymnasium
a nursery and kindergarten for working mothers and a site
for socializing and education whether that be in the
informal setting of its coffee house or in more organized
reading groups or through locally produced plays hull
house quickly became a center of experiment and innovation
while jane addams became a talented publicist and
persuader for social reform in the nation the influence
of addams and the settlement was widely felt aided by a
steady stream of talented and dedicated residents who stayed
for periods ranging from a few days to several years
learning from addams and others they made their own
contributions to the hull house philosophy before they moved
on to other roles in the larger society
philosopher john
dewey was a frequent visitor whose ideas were strongly
influenced by his hull house experience while others drawn
to the institution included richard ely harold ickes and
term
theodore roosevelt among its more prominent long
longterm
residents those who stayed for several years were julia
sophonisba
lathrop florence kelley Sophon
isba breckenridge and grace
0

and

9

edith abbott

40

daniel levine jane addams and the liberal tradition
madison state historical society of wisconsin 1971
xi
43
72 levine feels that addams influence was manifest at
4372
the heart of every reform of the period in his words she
developed a social philosophy which had a profound influence
40

43

amys
and
her
before
others
after
like countless
encounter with addams had a profound effect on her life
she heard the reformer lecture on the work and objectives of
hull house and spent several days there interviewing her
while gathering material for a term paper addams noted
amy
a
who in turn
graciousness
liking
to
took
her
for
felt drawn to what was being accomplished at the settlement
she saw those at hull house taking concrete steps to resolve
a host of problems that she was just beginning to recognize
amy was so impressed by her experience
and understand
there that she arranged through a friend to work on her own
11
41
as a volunteer in the chicago charities
amys
a
summer
chicago
worked
revolution
in
in
this
thinking and proved to be a turning point in her life she
experiences of these brief months and
often referred to the experiences
recalled feeling as if a curtain had been drawn from her
mind
her upbringing in rural utah had provided a limited
basis from which to build an understanding of the scope and
depth of contemporary social problems but in chicago she
began to perceive the full range of ills then afflicting the
0

the way america would deal with its social problems in
p 34
the twentieth century grace
for an example of addams
sophonisba
lifelong influence on
and edith abbott and Sophon
isba
B
breckenridge see leia
two sisters for social
costin
lela
raphy of grace and edith abbott urbana
justice A Bioc
biography
bloc
university of illinois press 1984
41 amy
brown lyman
interview at KSL no date
typescript 3 amy brown lyman collection manuscripts
division HBLL lyman in retrospect 30 114 engar amy
on
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glimpses of some of the same problems could already
be seen in salt lake but if amy had noticed them before her
trip to chicago it seems unlikely that she fully understood
As important as her improved perception was her
them
exposure to the scientific methods then being developed to

nation

analyze them she was taught that only through fully
understanding the causes and nature of social ills could one
hope to effectively resolve them amy a born organizer
with a straight forward outlook was raised in a home where
common
was
to help others with their problems so it was
it
a natural step for her to be drawn to social work
she saw
it as an opportunity to utilize her skills and abilities in
42
the service of the community
like others of her era she was inspired by the efforts
to reform society from the bottom up and felt moved to
follow addams lead by the end of the summer she had
decided that no work could be more important and satisfying
than that of helping to raise human life to its highest

level

43

their time in chicago drew to a close amy and
byes to alice reynolds and matilda
goodbyes
richard said their good
petersen and continued to ithaca with the rest of their
As

party

half years to be
extremely productive period in which he earned both his
richard found the next

42
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11

2

an

masters

phd in civil engineering

in addition the
high quality of his work brought him election to the
national honor society sigma xi and a warm reception for
his first professional publications he began to gain the
attention of his peers and in the years ahead he would
become a prominent expert in the field of civil
44
engineering
while richard completed his studies amy took advantage
of the educational opportunities at cornell she attended
courses lectures debates and open forums by eminent
educators artists writers scientists and statesmen and

visited

and

museums and

art galleries

A

different kind of

education came to her when ithaca experienced a severe
more
clymans stay
outbreak of typhoid fever during the lymans
than 1000 cases were reported in the first weeks and the
accompanying death rate was extremely high
infected
workers inadvertently contaminated the towns watershed
which spread it to a large area
this prompted city leaders
to authorize the construction of two filtration plants as
part of the communitys waterworks
water works the episode made a
strong impression on amy and later she would take an active
part in relief society efforts to ensure a supply of pure
drinking water for the communities of utah still later
when she was a member of the state legislature she

44

jenson biographical encyclopedia
46

3759

introduced a bill which extended protection of salt lake
45
city
cityss watershed
before this trip east amy had experienced the effects
mormon prejudice first as a girl during
antimormon
of virulent anti
the polygamy raids of the 1880s and again as a teacher in
the salt lake school district where the school board had
just emerged from a period of antimormon
anti mormon control now
clymans were in ithaca the senate was holding
while the lymans
hearings on the seating of utah senator and church apostle
postmanifesto
manifesto
reed smoot the resulting revelations on post
polygamy and the business and political dealings of the
church had created another wave of antimormon
anti mormon sentiment in
the nation amy recalled attending a lecture hosted by a
local group of churches in which an unnamed woman reformer
cormons
spoke about the ignorant illiterate and immoral mormons
Mormons
friends who attended with amy responded with a defense of
amy
day
while
the high morals of the latterday
saints
latter
unafraid to publicly defend her people countered the
charges of ignorance and illiteracy by citing the high
quality of education in the salt lake schools she did not
record whether her comments changed any minds but the
incident proved an opportunity for her to stand up for the
I1
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reputation of the church that she so dearly loved this
46
would not be amys last opportunity to defend her faith
clymans also experienced joys and difficulties of a
the lymans
A year after their arrival
more personal nature in ithaca
a daughter margaret was born on the fifteenth of
september 1903 amy afflicted with uterine problems
would be unable to have any more children
also during this
period seven year old wendell fell down a cistern and
severely injured his back upon the familys return to salt
lake city doctors placed him in a cast extending from his
neck to his legs which he would be forced to wear for two
years he had to sleep in traction and because he was
A hook was
growing the cast had to
be changed frequently
tobe
hung on the wall where he would be suspended to facilitate
his inability to attend school greatly
this procedure
concerned amy concluding to continue his education as best
she could she visited the childrens section of the public
library and brought back large stacks of books for him to
read As his condition improved his friends pushed him
around the neighborhood in a little wagon and later wheeled
him to and from school until the cast was completely
removed
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after the familys return to salt lake in

1905

richard

rose
he
where
university
of
utah
at
the
duties
his
rapidly to the rank of full professor and eventually headed
the department of civil engineering while on the side he
opened a private consulting business
in keeping with their
improved financial position the family decided the time had
they were drawn at
come to invest in a home of their own
neighborhoods
more
one
to
of
affluent
lakes
salt
first
recently constructed on the east bench near the university
but at the request of richards father strong willed
away
M
a
a
from
ust
just
purchased
block
house
they
j
francis

resumed

0

him

at

1084 3rd ave

it

was

in this house they would spent

the remainder of their lives
established in their new home richards career claimed
most of his attention while amy devoted her energies to
house guests who soon
wendell little margaret and the houseguests
both amy
became a standard feature in the lyman household
and richard were especially generous with their assistance
to family members who were continuing their education in
salt lake over the years the house was filled with
generations of cousins nieces or nephews who stayed for a
49
few weeks months or even years
48
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outside the home amy was active in teaching the youth
of her local ward in the primary and young womens mutual
improvement association YWMIA
for her own
enrichment she had the authors club and the recently
organized daughters of utah pioneers added to this were
the usual responsibilities and diversions of a professors
wife which included entertaining and a regular stream of
social events it was no doubt a very pleasant if somewhat
unchallenging existence for someone of amys energies and
intellect but she had little chance to settle into a
familiar routine after four years this comparatively
simple family centered existence would be exchanged for one
50
filled with new challenges and demands
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111
III

GENERAL BOARD

at the

time of amys appointment to the general board

in october of 1909 the relief society was still largely the
domain older women amy at thirty seven was considered too
young by some of her friends for such a position
though
they advised her to decline she accepted but had
reservations of her own which centered around her feelings
that she was illprepared
ill prepared for the position while she held
membership in the organization in her own ward all of her
church work had been with the youth through the primary and
young ladies MIA
Fur
further
therr though while she was
therl
unafraid of hard and work this was a new challenge in an
unknown field one which entailed greater demands than she
had yet known
indeed when the societys general secretary
emmeline B wells officially notified her of the call amy
shed tears of anxiety because of the responsibility such an
appointment involved

1

the relief society
nauvoo

illinois

was organized on march 17

1842

in

with the express assignment given by

annie wells cannon amy brown lyman relief society
amy brown lyman in
magazine 27 january 1940
4
retrospect autobiography of amy brown lyman salt lake
city general board of relief society 1945 40
1

51

prophet joseph smith to set an example for the
church in charity work its activities were suspended two
years later and it was not until 1867 the brigham young
advised local bishops to reorganize branches in each of
youngs
goals for
society
to
wards
contributed
the
their
the territory as it developed home industry gathered wheat
for times of need and especially as it promoted good health
practices and provided for the training of nurses its
organizational structure developed as its membership grew
and its activities broadened with the first major change
coming in 1872 when wards were gathered under the leadership
2
1892
from 1880
18801892
of a relief society stake presidency
activities of the organization were directed by a central
board which consisted entirely of executive officers
however by 1892 this was changed to a general board which
included a presidency and several non
office holding board
nonoffice
members
throughout this period while closely associated
with the church and under the direction of male priesthood
leaders the organization remained independent membership
3
was voluntary and dues were required
amy
vacancy
who
known
not
nominated
to
is
the
fill
it
on the general board occasioned by the death of annie taylor

mormon

stake is the mormon equivalent to a diocese and
a ward roughly the same as a parish
3
general board of relief society A centenary of
1942 salt lake city general board of
Socie
18421942
socle tv 1842
relief society
25
1425
relief society 1942 14
2

A
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amys
membership
in the authors
likely
that
is
it
club played a role three of that associations members

hyde but

were on the general board and prominent relief society
leaders were sometimes guests at authors club luncheons
whoever brought up amys name extolled her energy and

ability and gave a description that was so enthusiastic and
full of praise that when the matter came to a vote the
many
mrs
though
was
lyman
unanimous
had never
for
result
met her

4

anxious and ill at ease when she attended her
general
met
which
meeting
at that time
board
of
the
first
in the templeton building in downtown salt lake city where
exponent
womans
organ
societys
the
the
of
the offices
amy was

timidly entered the room she
1
remembered
I faced what seemed to me the most imposing
5
group of women 1I had ever seen at such close range
presiding over the organization was bathsheba smith a
wife of the late george A smith who was a cousin of mormon
founder and prophet joseph smith and confidant to brigham
young bathsheba had been present at the first meeting of
the society in 1842 and had held a position in the general
leadership of the relief society since 1887 serving under
her were counselor ida dusenberry educator and BYU
were located

As 1I

annie wells cannon mrs lyman as a relief society
executive typescript no date original in possession of
amy lyman engar
4

5
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professor general secretary emmeline B wells who also
remembered the prophet joseph and the nauvoo era and

treasurer clarissa smith williams

who was a

daughter of

smith from another marriage others present
included wives of church and political leaders and those
noted for exceptional achievements in the arts and
george

A

public affairs whatever her own initial anxieties amy was
soon seen by the others as a valued member of the board
wrote annie wells
when amy came to her first meeting
cannon her rare beauty her grace her charm won all
6
hearts and confirmed the wisdom of the choice made
amy found the board in the middle of preparations for
the move to their new offices in the soon to be completed
bishops building this was a time of mixed emotions fforX
the women of the church who had saved for years to build
their own building on the old tithing block across from
temple square each of the three womans auxiliaries the
primary YLMIA and relief society had contributed but
after they had raised the necessary funds church leaders
questioned whether they would be able to maintain as large a

structure as was proposed it was decided that it would be
more beneficial for the church to erect a bishops building
which would provide space for the three auxiliaries than to
have one constructed solely for the

suggestion of the
6

cannon

first

mrs

women

at the

presidency their funds were

lyman

1
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the church to facilitate the
completion of the revised project the building was
amys call and after an elaborate
completed shortly after anys
dedication the relief society moved into its new
7
quarters
several months later another change came to the
organization when bathsheba smith died in september of 1910
amy
and emmeline B wells was chosen as the new president
as she was called became close friends and
and aunt em
as the years passed wells relied increasingly upon amy to
handle the daily affairs of the organization even before
bathsheba smiths death amy had begun to fill in as
secretary at meetings when the general secretary could not
attend within a year after wells became president amy
received official recognition of her role when she was
called as assistant secretary when general secretary olive
D
christensen resigned two years later because of poor
8
amy
was chosen to replace her
health
joseph F smith by this time president of the church
gave amy special responsibilities when she was set apart
combined with those of
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as general secretary

later

As

she remembered

it

many

years

0

1

he said 1I have three definite assignments for you
to improve the business and record keeping of the

general organization office 2 to make a study of the
charity and welfare work 3 and very important to
work heartily with the whole board to bring young
9
women into the activities of the organization
the first of these assignments fit into the larger
organizational changes then taking place within the mormon
church during this period which were designed to modernize
10
its administrative structure and that of its auxiliaries
amy
became general secretary in august of 1913
time
the
at
the relief society owned none of the equipment common to a
no
possessed
modern business office of the period
it
typewriters or file cabinets and employed no secretaries or
bookkeepers under the tuteledge
ruteledge
tut eledge of emmeline B wells amy
new
sought
to
fully
understand
duties and then
her
first
began to update and streamline office procedures and record
keeping methods through diligent effort she laid a firm

9
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typescript
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coining
foundation for the administrative growth of the coming
11
decades
record keeping had lacked uniformity and had varied
considerably among the wards so amy utilized her
organizational skills to create a record book containing
standardized forms for the use of local units first
appearing in 1916 it was arranged to record information
about the various activities conducted at the ward level and
included space for roll minutes historical notes
statistical data bookkeeping and yearly reports as well as

printed instructions to local relief society officers two
years later she produced a similar set of stake records
which in combination with those of the wards simplified
record keeping practices and established a system of records
and procedures that allowed leaders to easily track the
12
activities and progress of the organization
during this period amy also assumed the task of
compiling and organizing the relief society minutes and
began to work on a history of the organization
she was
retrospect 49 vera white pohlman in
in
memoriam amy brown lyman 1872
1959 biographical summary
18721959
and funeral services
salt lake city privately published
11

1960

lyman

10

society
relief
magazine jan 1929
typescript 6 original in possession
of amy lyman engar A shorter version of this article
appeared in the relief society magazine on the date cited
a number
manuscript
12

mary kimball

amy brown lyman

11

but the
contains
of significant details
not found in the published version see also lyman in
retrospect 55 pohlman in memoriam
memorial 10
57

anxious that the records of the activities of earlier relief
society women should be preserved and available for future
reference so in a project that would last for years she
began to gather these early minutes beginning with the first
9

it that they
cross referenced with topical

carefully

meeting in nauvoo and saw to

were

indexed and
13
headings

and marginal

the relief society had already taken steps to address
another of church president smiths special assignments
when in 1911 the general board formed a committee to
determine ways to increase its membership especially among
younger women As part of that committee amy joined in the
decision to introduce a uniform course of educational
instruction to be taught in all local relief societies
14
emmeline B wells was troubled
throughout the church
by the creation of formal written lessons because she felt
that it would strip the local units of their ability to
adapt their programs through spiritual promptings to the
though wells resisted this
needs of their own members
change in approach those supporting it eventually
prevailed As part of the new plan the womans exponent
which wells had published and edited for decades was
discontinued and a new official organ containing the
13

kimball
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lyman
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memoriam

standardized lessons was created in its place wells found
the transition extremely trying but her feelings were
somewhat assuaged when a place was reserved in each months
issue of this new publication for her to emphasize the
15
spiritual side of relief society work
guide
was
and
society
decided
the
that
relief
it
bulletin as this new publication came to be called would
be distributed through the stake boards
this began in
january of 1914 with a prospectus in the form of a lesson
guide which was followed by a monthly bulletin with sixteen
pages of material developing each lesson
issues consisted
of 12000 copies and cost a total of 175 susa young
gates daughter of brigham young and a member of the general
board was chosen as editor and jeannette hyde also on the
board and amy were selected as business managers
responsible for raising the operating capital they
solicited advertisers among business houses in salt lake
city and were able to obtain the necessary funds despite
their inexperience and the initial skepticism of some who
doubted the viability of the project cutting costs to a
minimum they arranged for as much work as possible to be
done on a voluntary basis
with the help of our children
in retrospect 53 janath R cannon and jill
mulvay derr
Achieving unity lessons
resolving dif
differencesachieving
Differences
f
dlf
erencesachieving
from the history of relief society
in mary E stovall and
carol cornwall madsen eds As women of faith talks
selected from the BYU womens conferences salt lake city
126
124126
deseret book 1989 124
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recalled we wrapped and mailed the bulletin each month
beginning in 1915 the bulletin became
during the year
maw
magazine
Maa
society
azine and remained the official
the relief
16
publication of the organization for nearly sixty years
amys
assignments as
to
addition
these
activities
in
general secretary included handing correspondence as
directed by the president and running the routine affairs of
the office included among the latter was the
responsibility for dealing with problems or matters of
procedure brought up by stake and ward relief society
leaders and that of answering the questions of visitors to
across
directly
location
city
of
because
lake
its
salt
from temple square the relief society headquarters became
an unofficial bureau of information for tourists and
17
visiting dignitaries during this period
while these demands consumed an ever increasing
proportion of amys energies at the same time she was
preparing to accomplish the last of president joseph F
smiths three assignments that of making a thorough study
of charity and welfare work this final task would lead her
long quest to adapt modern social work
decadeslong
to a her decades
methods to the work of the relief society
amys interest in social welfare which had been

amy

0

sparked in chicago was heightened when she accompanied
16
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emmeline wells and a delegation from the general board

to

women
council
of
national
the
of
the
in new york city kate waller barrett president of the
florence crittenden homes for unwed mothers presided over
the conference where a variety of health and social issues
were discussed including a consideration of methods to
reduce infant mortality this was amys first meeting of
the national council an organization with which she became
18
increasingly involved in subsequent years
in addition to bringing her in contact with current
trends in health and social work the meeting also provided
amy with another opportunity to defend the church
barrett
a close friend of mormon women over the years informed the
relief society delegation of an effort by the national
christian league for the promotion of purity to submit a
motion protesting polygamous practices in the united states
and the seating of senator reed smoot
the league was
clearly attempting to embarrass the church so president
wells selected amy to sit in at the next meeting of the
resolutions committee to block their efforts amy succeeded
in derailing the motion and in the process even earned the
19
grudging respect of one of the leagues leaders

november

18
is

1911 meeting

program

nineteenth annual executive session of the
national council of women of the united states chicago
november fourteenth and fifteenth nineteen
illinois
hundred and eleven amy brown lyman collection manuscripts
division HBLL
19
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during this period the relief society joined other
church auxiliaries in addressing some of the societal
problems that appeared in the wake of increased
20
21
during the
industrialization and urbanization in utah
months of july and august of 1916 and 1917 the relief
society established milk kitchens in five schools along salt
lakes west side in an effort to improve the diets of
children particularly those from homes that lacked
amy joined four other relief
refrigeration facilities
charge of each of the stations where
society women in taking charge
abie to pay
able
milk was furnished twice a day those who were abid
did so while the rest received the milk for free funded
cooperatively by the city the relief society and private
donations these milk depots were under the overall
supervision of the city health commissioner and were staffed
by nurses assisted by relief society volunteers
in
addition to providing milk the relief society workers went
out into the community and taught motherhood education
0

classes examined babies and

made home

visits

21

the activities of the relief
society and other church auxiliaries during this period see
Monnon ism in transition A history of
thomas G alexander mormonism
day saints 1890
1930 urbana and chicago
18901930
the latterday
latter
university of illinois 1986
chapter 8 the church
ap 125
56 is especially relevant
auxiliary organizations pp
12556
21
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6869
from the field
relief society magazine 3 august 1916
20

for

a summary of
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before this in april of 1916 amys background and
interest in social work had already become well enough known
that she was asked by william J deeney head of the charity
organization society of salt lake city to represent the
a
monthly meeting aimed at coordinating
society
in
relief
the efforts of the citys charities in dealing with local
22
own
year
steps
problems
church
took
the
its
later that
to coordinate the efforts of its various auxiliaries in
dealing with social problems when it created the social
23
advisory committee SAC
the social advisory committee began with a letter in
september of 1916 from the LDS first presidency to the
presidency of the primary association seeking that
organizations cooperation with the young ladies mutual
improvement association in establishing standards of modest
dress the committees concerns soon came to encompass a
wide range of social issues and eventually involved
24
representatives from all the church auxiliaries
by january 1917 mormon president joseph F smith had
approved of apostle stephen L richards recommendation to
41

william J deeney to mrs richard R lyman april
27 1916 typescript amy brown lyman collection
manuscripts division HBLL cannon and derr resolving
22

differences 127
23
for a treatment of the social advisory committee
see thomas G alexander between revivalism and the social
gospel the latterday
day saint social advisory committee
latter
BYU studies 23
1922
1916
39
19161922
winter 1983 19
1939
24
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extend the formation of social advisory committees to the
ward level where they served to coordinate organize and
encourage the auxiliaries in their own efforts to deal with

social problems As a representative of the relief society
to the committee amy was involved intimately with much of
that organizations work her role with the social advisory
committee was often intermingled with her efforts in
developing social welfare work for the relief society until
25
the demise of the former in 1924
in april of 1917 the united states entered the war in
europe anticipating social problems on the home
homefront
front the
in conjunction with the red cross urged
governors to send delegates to the national conference of
social work scheduled for june in pittsburgh pennsylvania
governor
simon bamberger appointed amy as official
utah
delegate from the state and at the advice of joseph F
smith she also served as one of two delegates sent by the
general board of the relief society the other being rebecca
nibley wife of presiding bishop charles W nibley this
was the first of nine national conference meetings that amy
would attend over the next decade where she would become
closely acquainted with prominent leaders in social reform
each conference also helped familiarize her with
contemporary social work problems and techniques which
war department

25

ibid

26
64

enabled her to keep abreast of the

latest

developments in
0

the ffield
leid
in pittsburgh war department and red cross officials
emphasized the need to adequately prepare volunteer relief
workers through the establishment of centers where they
could be trained in modern social work methods in
response the mountain division of the red cross which
included utah wyoming colorado and new mexico held a
twentyforth
conference in denver from the twenty
forth to the twenty
any
amyattended
attended as a delegate from
sixth of october 1917 amy
salt lake county and was accompanied by clarissa S
williams who was sent as chairman of the red cross
27
committee of the relief society general board
speakers at the conference included the general manager
of the red cross harvey D gibson henry B davison
chairman of its war council and the rev mr davis as
amy referred to him member of the red cross commission
recently returned from the front in an appeal to patriotic
feelings each urged conference participants to further the
war effort by pushing forward the work of the red cross
26

26
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amy brown lyman

social

1917 1928 including a
in the relief society 19171928
brief history of the relief society social service
department and brief mention of other relief society and
amy brown lyman
community social service activities
collection manuscripts division HBLL typescript 3
27 amy
brown lyman
the red cross conference in
687
denver relief society magazine 4 december 1917
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gertrude vaile chairman of the bureau of civilian relief
presided over two sessions where she spoke about the
necessity of assisting the families of servicemen during the
national emergency and outlined the steps involved in
imparting that aid through cooperative efforts involving the

recipients

church

28

begin
to
the
conference
the
first
it
training institute for the mountain states division on the
third of november administered in conjunction with the
university of colorado in denver this first session
twentyfive
admitted only twenty
five students and continued through
upon their return to salt lake from
november 15 1917
pittsburgh the previous june amy and clarissa williams had
conferred with the first presidency who supported their
decision to send representatives to receive this further
training three delegates were sent in addition to amy
cora cassius from ogden annie palmer from provo and mary
hendrickson from logan these women would work together
closely over the next years establishing the foundation of a
29
department of social services for the church
gertrude vaile presided over the institute and taught
the courses in case work As part of this training field
work was performed at the denver charity office where amy
worked under the guidance of the offices director florence
was decided during

28
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ap
4p

hutsinpillar amy would remain in close contact with both
hutsunpillar
hutsenpillar and vaile over the course of many years and
earned their friendship and respect for her efforts in
social welfare

work

30

the case during the meeting of the national
council of women in 1911 amy again found the efforts of the
the
church viewed with suspicion and misunderstanding
denver post reported the real purpose of the utah delegates
was that of proselytizing converts
hurried apologies came
wasthat
from institute officials but for a time two of the relief
society delegates were so offended that they threatened to
leave the session and return to utah instead after
consultation with the head of the local LDS mission it
was decided that the best course was simply to ignore the
31
charges and continue with their work
after their return the delegates assumed positions in
red cross relief efforts all along the wasatch front cora
cassius became assistant secretary of the civilian relief
department in weber county annie palmer became executive
secretary of the utah county chapter of the red cross and
mary hendrickson was made assistant secretary of the
civilian relief department in logan amy became chairman of
As had been

wintch oral history amys correspondence with both
women spanned more than a decade see examples in box 2
amy
10
brown lyman collection manuscripts
of
folder
30

division
31
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cross
committee
family
red
lake
of
the
consultation
salt
the
chapter where she supervised assistance to hundreds of
a
war
required
during
division of
the
this
families
LDS
her time between the relief society and the red cross for a
32
period of six months
amy was very enthusiastic after her return from
denver and reported on her experiences early the next
morning to emmeline B wells and again three days later to
the general board during an extended meeting on the
president
went
twenty
december
she
with
wells and
twentyfirst
of
first
counselors clarissa williams and julina smith wife of the
church president to report to the first presidency joseph
F smith expressed intense interest in the activities in
red
denver and carefully examined the forms used by the
thered
cross in its family social work this interest grew deeper

later

article in

national magazine
reported that mormon bishops and ward relief society
presidents in salt lake city had been working through the
local charity organization society to organize relief
efforts for smith the appropriate place to clear and
discuss cases involving LDS families was at the relief
33
society general of
office
f ice
a few months

a
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accordingly he called amy and jeannette hyde to his
office in mid march 1918 to discuss the necessity of
modernizing the churchs system of relief
he said amy
recalled if there was anything in the church that needed
was
much
work
charity
there
the
that
it
duplication and waste of effort and funds
he encouraged
moves to adopt modern methods to the churchs needs and
offered support for a department of social services to
operate out of the relief society headquarters at an
estimated cost of 10000 per year despite her previous
experience amy felt unprepared to assume this
responsibility and expressed to president smith her desire
for further training at the offices of the denver charities
34
he agreed that she would return the following november
in the meantime the demands placed upon her and the
relief society by the red cross continued to increase at
recommended to the
the end of march 1918 the general board recommendedto
beth bradford who was employed as a
first presidency that both
stenographer at the relief society be sent to denver for
the second social service institute so that she might be
properly trained to assist with the growing casework burden
the first presidency readily approved and appropriated funds
to cover her expenses by late june bradford had returned
and begun work as a family visitor
with the intention of

improvement
0

34

work

lyman
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lyman

social welfare

dividing her time between the relief society and the red
cross offices together with amy she attempted to visit all
being
number
cross
care
but
under
the
red
families
LDS
served had grown to such an extent by this time that she
ended up spending the next eight months working full time at
35
the red cross offices at church expense
one of the fundamental steps in the so called
scientific method of distributing relief is the creation
of a confidential exchange for the use of all local charity
agencies in this manner families receiving relief could
be registered to avoid duplication of services and the
resulting waste of resources in july amy and beth
both bradford
set about creating an exchange for all LDS families known
to be receiving relief from the relief society the red
cross or the salt lake county charity department the use
of this exchange was made available to each of these
agencies as well as to ward bishops relief society
presidents local health agencies and the juvenile court
by november lymans and bradfords workload had grown
so dramatically that it had become obvious that it was now
necessary to formally establish the relief society social
service department this meant that the time had now come
joseph
for the further training that amy had spoken about to joseiph
F smith and so she returned to denver on the seventh to

35
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work again under

county

charities

florence hutsinpillar of the city and
36

in addition to the type of dependent cases with which
she was already familiar amys work there included cases
in mothers pensions juvenile court homeless men etc
which broadened her range of experience and heightened her
understanding of the complex types of cases that the relief
society social services would face her arrival
corresponded with that of the influenza epidemic then
raging throughout the country several of the denver
caseworkers became ill which provided an opportunity for
amy to take charge of one of the local districts and to
assume a larger share of the office work
this proved to be
an enormous benefit as it allowed her to obtain more
37
on experience than had been planned
by
intensive hands
handson
twentythird
the time of her return to salt lake city on the twenty
third
of december amys apprenticeship in social work had been
completed
though she would always remain the interested
student she now became the master teacher as well

social service work 5566 for a discussion
on the creation and uses of the confidential exchange by one
of the prominent social workers of the era see mary E
richmond social diagnosis new york russell sage
315 for a treatment of the
foundation 1917 303
303315
development of modern social work techniques see james
lelby
leiby
work in the
le iby A historynewof social welfare and social press
york columbia university
1978
united states
chapters 7 through 9 covering developments from 1850 to
1919 are particularly relevant to the present discussion
37
lyman
social welfare work 6
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while she was involved in developing the churchs
come
change
an
to the
important
had
work
in
social
efforts
lyman family as well
in april of 1918 richard followed in
the footsteps of his father and grandfather when he was
quorum
vacancy
a
of the
to
in
the
churchs
called
fill
twelve apostles while he was able to remain active as an
engineering consultant this new responsibility required him
to give up his position at the university and to devote the
38
remainder of his energies to the church
both amy and
richard were honored by the call but this new
responsibility required extensive travel and further limited
the time
that the couple would be able to spend together
timethat
while richard remained outwardly unaffected by these new
demands on him and by those previously placed upon amy
nevertheless they seemed to add a significant strain on
their marriage one which especially affected richard
while amy was absent in denver another significant
change came when church president joseph F smith died on
the nineteenth of november amy had come to rely on his
unwavering support for her activities and together they had
developed long range plans for the social services which
were now placed on hold while the new church president
heber J grant would likewise support her efforts to
modernize church relief others in leadership positions had
38
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grown

increasingly uneasy with the direction events were

taking
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CHAPTER IV

EXPANSION AND CONFLICT

the relief society social services department was first
headquartered in amys offices at the bishops building
immediately after her return from denver in december she
created a standardized system of records and reporting
procedures to replace those previously used which had been
she continued to arrange other
borrowed from the red cross
administrative details and by early january felt the
department was sufficiently organized to begin work
while amy was involved in these activities the salt
lake county chapter of the red cross had been making
arrangements to begin in the middle of january a social
twentyfive
service institute for twenty
five students in recognition
of amys growing mastery of social work methods gertrude
vaile at the divisional headquarters in denver had
recommended to the local office that amy assist with the
academic training and the supervision of field work for one
1

service work in the relief
brief history of the relief
society social service department and brief mention of other
society and community social service activities amy
relief
brown lyman collection manuscripts division harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah 5566
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amy brown lyman
social
1928 including a
society 1917
19171928
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cross
cooperation
between
red
the
of
this
the
class
third
and the fledgling relief society social services department
continued later that month when the former turned over to
twentyfive
five families receiving relief
the latter the care of twenty
9

to the influenza epidemic
amys
a
great
demanded
time
developments
deal
of
these
and energy and so she and richard found it a welcome
respite when they were invited to accompany president heber
J grant on a ten day vacation to the church owned home
deseret in santa monica california richard had known the
church president since his boyhood in tooele
thoele where grant
was then serving as stake president
during those years he
had gained the trust of the older man and the two had become
3
close friends
now in grants company the lymans
clymans marveled at the
contrast between the spring
springlike
like conditions in southern
california and the harsh winter back in salt lake reveling
in the warmth and sunshine they learned to play golf and
amy played several times during
enjoyed it immensely
forty seventh
their brief stay and even celebrated her fortyseventh
birthday with a game though sometimes feeling she was
holding the men up she joined the ladies and watched
2

due
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the couple spent their afternoons
the sidelines
taking long rides in the country and occupied their evenings
amy was particularly
making visits and receiving callers
interested to see the orange trees loaded with fruit and
enjoyed a trip to an old friends orchard where she and
richard were able to fill their pockets with oranges picked
straight from the tree richard felt their stay was a
perfect vacation and for amy one pleasant day followed
another in quick succession and this extremely happy visit
from

ended

all too soon
at the completion
4

of their stay in los angeles richard
amy
grant
on
while
with
church
business
returned to
traveled
salt lake where work began on the next stage in the
development of the church social service program that of
expanding training and extending services with the
approval of stake president joseph B keeler the utah stake
relief society under president inez knight alien
ailen and
allen
counselor annie D palmer organized a community welfare
department on the twenty
twentysecond
second of may 1919
the following
month they led a course in social welfare work which
5
offered nine hours of instruction per week for four weeks
offerednine
15 1919 amy
richard R lyman journal february 4415
brown lyman to emmeline B wells holograph no date amy
brown lyman collection manuscripts division HBLL amy
brown lyman in retrospect autobiography of amy brown lyman
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to extend the use of modern social work
techniques to the rank and file of the relief society
alarmed some in the organization who perceived it as a
signal that more traditional methods of church charity were
about to be abandoned most vocal among those protesting
these changes was susa young gates who had earlier joined
with amy in advocating the uniform course of study she
listened with alarm in october of 1919 to a report of the
utah stakes activities and feared the creation of a
professional elite to administer the churchs charity work
in a long letter written to the general board she made these
fears clear and outlined some of her specific objections to
decrying commercialized charity she
what was being done
extolled the more traditional methods which looked first to
family neighbors and friends for relief she also felt
resentment and a sense of betrayal that church members had
turned to the learning of the world for guidance in these
matters when in her view others should have been looking
to the church instead perhaps more telling were the
reasons she gave for her objection to the exclusive use of
those properly trained in modern social work techniques
she feared this would tend to exclude many older women who
were able to function well in their usual roles as visiting
teachers but would be unable to master the professional

this

move

77

training amy and others advocated perhaps susa now
sixty four saw herself in this latter category and felt
threatened that she and others like her were being out paced
1I

6

1I

by a new generation of

leaders
amy
protests
and
both
lay
at
whatever
the heart of her
susa were sincerely committed to their positions and
determined to fight for them each determinedly lobbied
church leaders for what in their respective view was the
correct course of action yet despite their opposition to
one another over this issue each possessed the grace and
professionalism that allowed them to maintain a close
7
working relationship on other matters
As church leaders
leaned increasingly toward amys side susa sensed the
inevitable and resigned from the general board but her

janath R cannon and jill mulvay derr resolving
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cannon and derr
resolving differences 126
132
126132
vera pohlman who began work as amys personal secretary
during this period is in agreement with the conclusions of
cannon and derr on this point
she recalled the
amy
any and susa gates as one of mutual
nAmy
relationship betweenamy
betweennany
betwee
respect and affection and the atmosphere in the relief
society offices during this period as being like a family
see vera white pohlman oral history interview by david
92 tapes in possession of the author cited
199192
hall 1991
hereafter as pohlman oral history
7
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convictions remained firm and she continued to press her
8
position even after her release in 1922
she undoubtedly felt she had lost but a recent
discussion of the conflict concludes that her efforts
significantly affected the course taken in the development
of social welfare work in the church in two important ways
one resulted in a greater emphasis on the need for a closer
working relationship between the bishops and the relief
society ward presidents in the distribution of charity
through the presiding bishopric church leaders reiterated
that the bishops had ultimate responsibility in such
matters though they encouraged consultation between them
and ward relief society presidents before aid was
distributed to ensure need and to prevent duplication of
services the second result of gates efforts was a renewed
commitment to provide charity through traditional church
amy
day
channels to latterday
while
families
obtained
saint
latter
the recognition of the necessity for a professional
centralized social service office susa was assured that the
lay nature of mormon charity would be retained at the local
9
perhaps of greatest import the resolution of this
level
conflict required church leaders to thoroughly re
reconsider
consider
see richard R lyman journal july
example of gates continued opposition
8

26

1922

for one

resolving differences 131 1I
would like to thank jill derr for sharing with me her
insights about this struggle and its significance for the
charity work of the church
9
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the social problems affecting members a process which
enhanced recognition of the need for the social services and
which ensured continued support for the departments growth
meanwhile under amys direction the department gained
a reputation for proficiency which encouraged others to
send new responsibilities its way in august of 1919 the
salt lake community clinic asked the relief society to
investigate latterday
latter day saint families who were seeking free
medical services including those who might need surgery or
up treatment
any other type of follow
followup
after consulting
with the presiding bishopric the social services assumed
this task and investigated forty families the first month
when possible workers handling these cases consulted with
the local bishops before treatment was given but if this
were not possible due to emergency or other reasons then a
report would later be made the department made additional
visits to the family only if it were requested to do so by
10
the bishop or the clinic
while those in the department struggled to deal with
the increase in their responsibilities the situation was
complicated by the loss of three volunteer case
workers
caseworkers
early in september this prompted an appeal from the
general board to the presiding bishopric for addition funds
to employ replacements As if to reemphasize the value of
the departments activities later that month the director
10
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of the community clinic contacted church president heber J
grant to praise the high quality of work the relief society
was providing and to urge continued support for its
amy
no
evidence
to
indicate
that
activities there is
solicited this recommendation but she was doubtlessly
grant
came
wake
by
in
the
relieved
results that
its
promised further help and authorized the general board to
temporarily supply the amount needed until general church
funds cou
could
ld be obtained by the end of september this
commitment enabled the department to hire cora kasius who
had trained in denver with amy at a salary of 65 a month
beth bradford left the social services a short time later
and lydia alder and frances Thoma
thomason
sont both of whom had
parttime
time
served previously as volunteer
volunteersst were employed as part
11
family visitors receiving 40 per month in pay
despite these efforts to strengthen its staffing the
department remained chronically overburdened by the
continued extension of its services an example of this
came later that fall when judge hugo B anderson requested
its assistance in making evaluations of LDS families for
the salt lake city juvenile court after again consulting
with the presiding bishopric the general board agreed to
assume this task
another request came late in the year
from the salt lake county charity office which asked for
help in the investigation of those applying for mothers
11

ibid
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pensions and in the preparation of budgets for them though
presiding bishop charles W nibley encouraged the
undertaking because of the benefits it would bring to the
county church and relief society the department was
simply unable to comply due to a lack of sufficient
personnel seeking to keep pace with these demands the
general board authorized president emmeline B wells in
march of 1920 to request additional funds from the presiding
bishopric the first presidency granted an increase of 155
12
which brought the departments monthly budget up to 250

in the meantime as part of amys plan to extend
familiarity with contemporary methods of welfare work to the
rank and file of the relief society a course of study
covering the topic was added to organizations education
curriculum beginning in january of 1920 the first years
series of lessons bore the title what relief society women
should know about their communities and started with a
13
consideration of malnutrition
the lessons in each
course were authored by prominent professionals who over
the years discussed a wide range of social welfare issues
which provided up to date information concerning
a
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contemporary understandings about the family and the

to the women of the church
by the time april conference came around preparations
had been made for the next step in the development of the
relief societys administration of charity after
discussing the establishment of the social service
department at the organizations headquarters
for the
purpose of cooperating with the family agencies in salt lake
city counselor clarissa S williams announced a summer
school that would be held at brigham young university for
may
and ending
of
the six weeks beginning the thirty
thirtyfirst
first
the second of july at the direction of the first
presidency this special session offered a series of classes
tailored to the needs of the churchs auxiliaries with the
intention of improving the quality of leadership in these
organizations stakes sent delegates to each of four
courses which covered teacher training social leadership
recreational leadership and charity and relief the last of
these was intended to increase the general efficiency of
family work in the relief society with a special view of
amy placed
broadening and improving the charity work
in charge of the instruction in this area
areas
areal took a leave of
absence from the social services for the full six weeks of
the course she drilled her students in a detailed and
14

community
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demanding curriculum on the

ffield
leid

latest techniques in the

15

eight stakes sent
sixtyeight
sixty
sixtyfive
five of the churchs sixty
delegates amy was impressed by the splendid set of women
in her classes whom she described as earnest and
16
she was well assisted in
enthusiastic and so cheerful
this endeavor by several experienced instructors including
annie D palmer now secretary of the community welfare
department of the utah stake relief society who served as
class leader and brought with her a wealth of practical
knowledge
also professor john C swenson of BYU taught a
sociology and inez knight alien
course in insociology
ailen relief society
allen
president of utah stake discussed the practical aspects of
charity work that had been developed during her
administration other lecturers included dr arthur beeley
sociology at the university of utah and
of the department of ofsociology
17
dr T B beatty of the state board of health
amys summarized the curriculum as follows
sociology in which the fundamentals of family life
were discussed
brief history of charity work
modern methods of family rehabilitation including a
15
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study of normal family life the unstable family and
in family
definite methods of approach and procedure
work a seminar in which specific family problems were
discussed literature of family social work in which
the regularly required reading was reported and
discussed special lecture course including subjects
related to family and community life and the best18
means of overcoming existing social difficulties
the special lecture course featured dr edward T
devine prominent social worker and author of the period
amy had met him the previous year at the national conference
of social work in atlantic city when devine showed interest
in some comments amy made about mormonism during one of the
sessions this led to a lengthy discussion between the two
which sparked devines interest in the social aspects of
mormonism
his book the normal life provided a sociological
overview of normal family relationships and the common
obstacles that impeded their attainment the work greatly
impressed amy who made it required reading for the course
and at her request devine lectured at the summer school on
19
the themes covered in this volume
As part of the curriculum the stake delegates visited
several institutions to learn about feeble mindedness
insanity delinquency dependency and infirmity with their
causes and treatment
lectures were delivered by
administrators of each of the following the state
industrial school in ogden the state mental hospital in
course in charities and relief 438
19
lyman in retrospect 116
117 edward T devine the
116117
th
normal life new york survey associates 1915
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the community clinic of salt lake city the
neighborhood house similar to a settlement house in salt
20
lake and the salt lake county infirmary and hospital
this combination of course work lectures and field
trips impressed the stake delegates who felt they had gained
a much greater appreciation for modern social work methods
at the close of the session they chose a committee to
summarize how they had been bene
benefitted
fitted and to make
recommendations on how their training should be utilized in
their local units topping this list was an encouragement
for delegates to report to their stake presidents
immediately upon their return and to relay to them the
insights they had gained next they recommended
cooperation with the bishops in the formulation of a
detailed plan for the distribution of relief to needy
families within ward boundaries to facilitate the training
of the rank and file in correct social work methods the
committee requested that amy and annie palmer provide an
outline for thirty hours of course work to be used in stake
provo

conventions
within the first few months following the summer school
reports on these stake leadership institutes began to arrive
at relief society headquarters mirroring the original
serles
series of courses those in the stakes covered the same
21

20
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divisions of teacher training social and recreational
leadership and charities and relief work those who
organized them made use of local and state leaders
including high school educators and state officials
doctors and juvenile court judges and probation officers
amy reported with pride that the sessions on charity and
relief have been especially well attended and were led
almost exclusively by graduates of the summer school in
provo

22

the enthusiasm greeting these efforts was undoubtedly
gratifying for amy but the accomplishment of this move to
the grass roots first through the social service lessons in
the magazine and now through the stake leadership
institutes did not signal a completion of her efforts to
modernize relief society charity over the next year she
personally took charge of several stake and regional
training courses or social service institutes as they
came to be known
week
twoweek
in october she presided over a two
course which served stakes in salt lake county and during
day
the same period she began to lead a series of two
twoday
courses held in twelve stakes along the wasatch front and in
idaho
in january 1921 aided by stake relief society
president elizabeth C williams she began a threemonth
three month
course in the salt lake stake and in may 1922 she led a
22

institutes
36
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threeweek
three week session in the ensign stake others affiliated
with the social services presided over two joint sessions
involving several stakes held at BYU and another in the
yellowstone stake during the same period these institutes
proved to be very popular throughout the church and by 1928
forty seven had been taught though the pace declined
fortyseven
during the presidency of louise Y robinson they remained
an important tool of the organization so that by the midpoint of amys own presidency twenty years later 126
sessions had been held which were attended by over four
23
thousand students
while amy remained involved with these activities of
the department she also began increasingly to pursue her
social welfare goals in the larger community these efforts
would bring her greater recognition not only within the
borders of utah but also among national and international
leaders of reform
G
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CHAPTER V

TRIUMPH AND TRAGEDY

the spring of 1921 brought more changes for amy and the
department ninety
ninetyfouryearold
four year old emmeline B wells who had
been unable to perform her duties as president because of
increasingly poor health was released shortly before april
conference and died a few weeks later clarissa williams
succeeded her as general president and jennie knight and
louise robison were chosen as her counselors amy
reportedly was given a choice of retaining her present
position of general secretary or becoming a counselor
because she felt her talents could be better used as
secretary she chose to remain in that position
at this juncture amy could look back with satisfaction
at what she had helped achieve during her first twelve years
of service on the general board of the three great
assignments given her by joseph F smith when she was set
apart as general secretary the first that of modernization
of the societys business and record keeping practices had
already been accomplished while an improved education
1
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course had been adopted to facilitate the second that of
bringing younger women into the organization regarding the
last that of adapting modern social work methods to the
churchs use she could point with pride at the strong
had been laid
foundation thathad
that
thathad
now at age forty nine these efforts had brought her
into a position of prominence in the relief society and the
strongwilled
willed woman whose resolute step betrayed
church A strong
the force of her personality amy was still outspoken and
an
known for standing up for what she believed in
enthusiastic and tireless worker she was respected as
someone who could be depended upon and while emotionally
reserved those closely associated with her knew that she
was tenderhearted and sympathetic to those in need
she was
well liked and had achieved a good working relationship with
church leaders particularly church president heber J grant
2
and the women of the general board
A particularly close associate during this period was
dr arthur beeley professor of sociology at the university
of utah who later founded that institutions school of
social work they had cooperated on the social advisory
committee and often shared responsibilities for instruction
at the social service institutes their shared interests
and activities had led them to consult one another almost
daily in the relief society offices the work at the
2
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department also brought her into regular contact with the
directors of other social welfare agencies in salt lake city
workers had
where the high standards adhered to by her case
caseworkers
3
brought the social services recognition and respect
in september the county again requested the
departments assistance in screening mothers pensions

noting that 95 percent of those on salt lake countys
pension roles were LDS after another consultation with
thepresiding
the presiding bishopric the department accepted the
responsibility and performed its job so proficiently that
the county immediately sought increased cooperation in other
cases involving LDS families A division of labor was
eventually established through which responsibility for
families whose head of household was a member of the church
was assumed by the relief society while non LDS families
were serviced by the county or other relief agencies
reviewing these developments amy noted in 1928 that a
significant aspect of the departments efforts were devoted
to informing county leaders of their full responsibility
under state law to provide for indigent families
largely
as a result of her efforts the number of LDS patients
who received care at the county hospital and county
infirmary significantly increased having repeatedly
reminded county officials that it is the general rule
everywhere for counties to assume full hospital care for
3

ibid
91

their

dependent citizens

she noted with pride

that no
the part of the social

doubt because of this vigilance on
service department of the relief society

an amount equal

to

the salaries of two or more of the workers has been saved
yearly to the church which would otherwise have been paid
4
fees
in hospital rees
f ees
amys efforts to promote increased cooperation with
other charitable agencies in the community bore addition
fruit in september when the relief society was authorized by
the presiding bishop to register their cases with the
countys confidential exchange and to join in monthly
conferences with other relief agencies this led to the
formation of the central council of social agencies in salt
lake and eventually resulted in the creation of utah state
welfare commission
by 1921 utah was one of only three states in the
nation lacking state supervision of charities in
recognition of this lag in regulation the legislature that
year authorized the governor charles R mabey to appoint a
commission with the following responsibility
5

social service work in the relief
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to study and investigate the laws conditions
practices and institutions of this and other states and
countries relating to public health and to the
dependent neglected delinquent and defective
classes and upon the basis of such study to prepare
amendments to and a codification of the laws of utah
neglected
pertaining to health to the dependent
6
delinquent and defective classes
the resulting commission was composed of the governor the
state superintendent of public instruction the secretary of
the state board of health and thirteen other gubernatorial
appointees of the latter milton bennion affiliated with
the university of utah the salt lake social welfare league
and the LDS sunday school general board was chosen as
chairman and amy was selected as vice chairman the
commission was organized into five committees which studied
various aspects of their overall assignment and then made a
serles
series of recommendations based of what they had learned
these included that closer attention be paid to the
rehabilitation of prisoners that there should be a
classification and segregation of residents in the state
industrial school according to ability and the establishment
of a separate colony for the feeble minded that a
commission be created to supervise the state hospital that
a program be created for the treatment and control of

state of utah first biennial report of the state
department of public welfare july 1 1936june
1936 june 301938
6

with supplementary data january 1935 through december 1938
and a review of public aid in utah prior to establishment of
the state department of public welfare in may 1935 written
and edited by vera W pohlman salt lake city state of
utah bureau of research and statistics 1939 1
93

narcotic addicts that existing laws be revised to allow the
requirement of smallpox vaccinations for students entering
public schools and that widows pensions be properly
supervised through accepted social work techniques of
special interest to amy was a recommendation for the
improved funding of the state board of health with special
emphasis on cooperation with federal legislation promoting
child hygiene and maternity welfare the most important
recommendation of the commission was that its existence be
made permanent and

that

it

be provided with a paid executive

secretary many of these recommendations would be addressed
by the state legislature in the coming years but the life
of the commission itself was extended for only another two
years before being dissolved which left utah without state
regulation of public welfare until federal regulations
7
necessitated the change
because of high unemployment in utah in the wake of a
post war depression salt lakes mayor appointed a
lingering postwar
committee in september of 1921 to coordinate the activities
of the citys social service agencies in providing work
amy
joined john wells of the presiding bishopric in
relief
serving as a delegate for the church the committees
efforts resulted in the opening of a city wood yard in the

state of utah first biennial report 12 state of
utah report of the state welfare commission of the state of
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22 which was stocked with donated wood
this
192122
winter of 1921
project furnished four hours of work a day for single men
and six hours for married men all of whom were paid at the
twentyfive
five cents an hour over 300 LDS men
rate of twenty
8
eventually applied for openings here
As the depression continued the social service
departments broadening relief efforts prompted a need for
new facilities
in response to an october request by the
five salt lake city stakes for the creation of a central
location for the storage and distribution of used clothing
church owned
and supplies rooms were set aside in a churchowned
during november the society cooperated
warehouse downtown
in raising donations for a civic center milk fund for salt
lakes needy which provided 130 of milk the first month of
9
which 76 went to LDS families
depressed economic conditions also led to the
establishment of an employment bureau at relief society
headquarters in march of 1922 in response to a report by
amy made early in the month regarding the need to assist
LDS women and girls in finding employment the presiding
bishopric provided authorization on the twenty
twentysecond
second for
the creation of an employment exchange to be administered
through the social services under amys direct
ione it was
direction
to be staffed by existing employees but authorization was
8
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received from church headquarters to hire additional help as
needed amy went to work and quickly developed the
necessary registration materials for both employers and
applicants her recognition of need proved accurate by the
end of the first week the bureau placed fourteen
individuals and by the end of 1922 560 positions had been
10
f
filled
while the social service department was extending its
activities and establishing closer ties with social agencies
in the larger community amy was tirelessly working to
improve the quality of training received by social workers
employed by the department
in addition to rigorous course
work that she administered herself she strongly encouraged
her employees to gain additional training and experience
with outside agencies As noted above the earliest workers
had trained in denver and later employees were also sent for
periods of training in other cities As professional
standards rose the department kept apace and eventually
encouraged its workers to seek schooling in the developing
colleges of social work around the nation
amy was always concerned that each member of her staff
reach her full potential not merely for the benefit of the
department or the community but more importantly for the
11

10
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individual involved this led her to encourage them in the
development of their abilities and to strengthen their sense
amy
was always very focused on
while
confidence
of self
her work she never lost sight of the aspirations and
potential of those with whom she came in contact because
concern
concerns
of her natural and honest conc
concernt
ernt those who shared her
labors in the relief society often remembered her most of
12
encouragement
sympathetic
and
kindness
her
for
all
amy
was
imperative
that the best methods be
for
it
used in performing the work of the social services this
required not only a well
trained work force in the
welltrained
department but a well informed leadership in the stakes and
wards
to this end the social service institutes continued
and in june of 1922 she was again assisted by dr edward T
devine arthur beeley and dean john C swenson in
delivering a series of lectures at a BYU leadership
week

13

noted earlier the approach to charity adopted by
the church required a close working relationship between
bishops and ward relief society presidents to determine
the extent to which this already existed the general board
As

circulated

questionnaire in december of 1921 to each stake
in salt lake county the result of this survey showed a
a
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As a result in january the
great lack of cooperation
board requested the presiding bishopric to write the bishops
in the county to explain the importance of the work and to
14
solicit their assistance
throughout 1922 amys activities continued to increase
unabated and now another opportunity came to further her
goals to improve conditions for the needy her close friend
on the general board jennie hyde had been active in
republican politics for years and was then serving as a
national republican committeewoman in september she
amy
to ask her if she would be willing to be
called
nominated as a candidate for the thelegislature
legislature at the state
republican convention being held that afternoon the women
of the party had worked through the previous night at the
caucus to secure the approval of the male delegates for a
ionO
ione
lone
convention
short list of women to be considered at the convent
after consulting with richard and a few close friends amy
decided to take advantage of the opportunity and easily won
the nomination
unexpected responsibilities immediately came her way
the first of which was the matter of a cash contribution to
1
party
next
she lamented
the
I was expected to help
15

14
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with the campaign itself by going wherever 1I was sent both
early and late in the day to speak before political
meetings
added to her already busy schedule this was a
very difficult task which she found all the more trying
because it required her to speak in a highly partisan
manner 1 I found that 1I was expected to point out the
11

party and the weakness of the other
she
concluded that she was neither properly versed nor skilled
in politics and was not even familiar with the issues of
the campaign so instead of following the usual strategy
she talked about women the nineteenth amendment
guaranteeing women the vote had only recently been ratified
and many still held to the belief that women belonged in the
home and were temperamentally unsuited for a role in
amy turned these arguments on their head by
government
citing how those virtues traditionally ascribed to women

virtues of

one

because of

their experience as

endowed them with a

mothers and homemakers

special knowledge of

human needs and

humanistic rights which made them important assets to
lawmaking bodies
this made it imperative that she join
with other women in the state legislature so that there
should be enough women to foster and secure necessary
16
humanitarian social action
this unconventional strategy worked well enough to win
her a place among the four women elected to the legislature
16
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that year

that each of them was treated well
received significant committee assignments

she reported

the men and
amy
was
appointed
work
recognition
of
welfare
her
in
vice chairman of
chairman of the public health committee and vicechairman
the education committee she served additionally as member
of the labor and appropriation committees honored by these
opportunities for service the highlight of her term was the
opportunity to introduce legislation providing for utahs
acceptance of the sheppard
towner act which distributed
sheppardtowner
17
funds to the states for maternity and infancy care
the federal maternity and infancy act of 1921 more
commonly known as the sheppard
tower act was designed to
sheppardtower
combat the unusually high rate of infant and maternal
through the cooperative
mortality in the united states
efforts of federal and state governments it was designed to
aid in the establishment of clinics where prenatal care
could be provided for mothers and children could be
screened for lifethreatening
life threatening or debilitating diseases or
disabilities the act was also intended to inform the
public through educational conferences and the distribution
of literature about maternal and infant health care the
year
first
it provided an appropriation of 1480000 which
was to be followed each year thereafter with a disbursement
of 1240000 until the act expired in june of 1927 this
broke down to a distribution of 5000 to each state with

by

17
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another 5000 available on a matching grant basis and with
the remainder to be divided according to population and on
the basis of additional matching funds these allocations
were dependent upon each participating states passing
18
enabling legislation to accept the provisions of the act
towner act was making its way
sheppardtowner
while the sheppard
through congress the relief society had been taking its own
steps in the interest of maternal and infant care during
the first world war the wheat stored by the relief society
had been sold in the interest of national defense and the
money received placed in a special fund with the presiding
bishopric where it accrued a substantial amount of annual
interest now the general board secured the approval of
the first presidency and presiding bishopric for the
establishment of a maternity home in salt lake city to be
19
at a meeting of the board on
ffinanced by this interest
july 28 1921 one week after senate passage of sheppard
towner amy suggested that a movement to establish a
maternity home in salt lake city be considered as a movement
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in the interest of maternity and motherhood throughout the
she advocated the continuation of this effort
church
through the establishment of other smaller facilities
20
throughout the region to be staffed by trained nurses
after discussion the proposal was agreed to by the board
and resubmitted to the first presidency and presiding
bishopric who added their approval to this enlarged program
presented in the october conference of the relief society
21
encouragement
met
and praise
with
it
amys election in november 1922 made her a member of
the first session of the legislature meeting in utah after
towner act was signed into law she sponsored
sheppardtowner
the sheppard
the bill accepting the provisions of the measure which
passed without a dissenting vote in either house or senate
with financing from both federal and state funds the relief
society cooperated with state agencies in the activities
prescribed under the acts provisions and nearly every
stake enthusiastically participated in the work creating
hospitals and ward relief society maternity closets As a
amy
noted in her autobiography the infancy and
result
22
maternal mortality rates in the state decreased markedly

society general
relief
quoted
20

as

board minutes
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in hefner
21
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22
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63 lyman in
25863
retrospect 83 hefner indicates that infant mortality fell
19 percent from 1921 to 1928 while maternal mortality fell
102

amy
was
a
member
as
legislature
serving
of
while
the
also involved in the sponsorship of a bill promoting
protection of municipal water supplies a cause for which
she was undoubtedly sympathetic because of her earlier
experiences in ithaca and another empowering regents of
old age
state colleges to assist faculty members in securing oldage
pensions while productive her experience with the lawmaking body was not all positive
she praised the women
legislators for their diligence and open mindedness but
more importantly she felt they exercised an extremely
beneficial influence by not yielding to the graft and
13
23
corruption she found so prevalent in the capitol
it is
not known whet
whether
the unsavory realities of politics
whetherthe
herthe
disillusioned her or whether as friends and family
believed she simply accomplished her legislative goals and
felt her time would be better spent elsewhere but she never
again sought public office though she remained interested
in politics and public affairs she chose to exert her
24
influence by pursuing her goals through other means
while she dealt with the challenges of the legislature
the work of the social services department continued to

percent in the same period
23
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the employment bureau claimed
the full attention of its new head evelyn moyle and led to
a letter of june 20 1923 making a request through the
general board to the presiding bishopric for an increase of
using the
100 per month in the departments allowance
opportunity to cite the accomplishments of the department
the letter noted the increased good will and respect gained
for the church through its activities by cooperating with
other agencies both within salt lake city and throughout the
nation the letter stated prejudice had been broken down
and respect gained for the methods of the church in trying
to handle its own social problems in an approved manner
church leaders apparently agreed and after consultation with
the first presidency presiding bishop charles W nibley
wrote relief society president williams that they were
25
pleased to be able to provide the additional funds
the work of the social services continued to expand in
other ways as well in march 1923 amy began an
association with LDS hospital that would last until 1940
at its request she delivered a series of yearly lectures to
the graduating class of nurses on various aspects of
hospital social work in 1928 this training was expanded
expand

25
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at the request of the superintendent of nurses to include
26
field work with the relief society social services
amy
summer
recommended that the general
1924
of
in the
board consider the matter of summer vacations in the country
for some of salt lakes poor and malnourished children the
board approved and with the assistance of several generous
donors and in cooperation with some of the rural stakes the
eight children was sent off
thirtyeight
first group totaling thirty
each was

first

weighed and examined

at the

community

clinic

in order to enable a later determination of the degree of
benefit they would derive through the program the results
were impressive
after spending two weeks or more away from
home every child gained weight and all returned in improved
health As important to amy was the emotional benefit the
children derived from the opportunity to have a vacation
from the squalid conditions in their city neighborhoods
while recalling the advantages of the program she cited a
letter from one little boy who wrote the relief society
office telling what a wonderful time he was having riding
horses feeding the chickens and pigs and helping to pick
the eggs this program continued each year until 1928 and
27
extended the opportunity to 269 children in all
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while her work at the office continued unabated her
pace at home was similarly hectic glancing at an account
of her and richards activities and travels during this
period leaves one wondering where they found any time for a
home life
balancing two demanding careers with the needs
of a family amy was experiencing a plight common to a later
generation but unusual for her own while she was without
question a woman of extraordinary talents and energy in
light of later events the stresses of this lifestyle
lymans marriage
undoubtedly took their toll on the clymans
their

lifestyle

to have been particularly difficult for
richard yet he recognized the significance of amys work
and its importance to her and remained supportive of her
efforts and attentive to her needs on her part amy did
her best to maintain a normal family life this was an
important period for the lyman children margaret was
pursuing serious study of the cello which would eventually
lead her to france but for now she combined undergraduate
work at the universityof
university of utah with summers spent at the
28
new
york
julliard school of music in
wendell received
his business degree in 1923 from the university of utah and
had married rachel ballif
bail
ball if daughter of serge F and zelnora
ballif the following june rachel and wendell had been
extremely popular on campus and by all accounts the union
seems
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in april of

was a very happy one

1925

a daughter

amy

kathryn was born and all seemed to be going well amy and
richard socialized frequently with their son and daughter
was
grown
very
to
had
law
and
thus a
rachel
close
in
inlaw
it
great shock to the family when she died without warning of a
29
years
eve 1925
cerebral hemorrhage on new
having been raised to strictly control her

emotions

her inner feelings publicly but this
event rocked her to her soul vera pohlman recalled amys
phone call that night when she was so choked with emotion
to
that it was difficult to understand her she had called
calledto
ask vera to come over to write margaret who was then in
france of the terrible news indicative of the depth of
clymans impatience when they still had not
her grief was the lymans
received margarets reply after a few weeks they had taken
great pains to instruct vera to send the letter airmail and
were chagrined when someone finally realized that this
service did not yet extend past the east coast and that the
30
mail was shipped by ocean liner from that point on

amy

rarely

showed
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wendell followed his mothers example in the crisis and
remained outwardly in control throughout the trying days

leading up to rachels funeral richard praised him and
described his comportment as manly but inwardly wendell
had suffered a loss from which he would not recover at his
request amy took in her granddaughter and for all intents
and purposes raised the child as her own
she had always
believed that things that could not be changed must be put
as she would when she faced each
successive tragedy that would come into her life she
summoned her enormous emotional strength and simply went
on finding peace through her demanding work and in her new
responsibility of raising her granddaughter
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CHAPTER

VI

COUNSELOR

A

number of

activities

claimed amys energies during

the mid nineteen twenties reflecting her commitment to
education in the fields of public health and social welfare
she used her own money in 1926 to institute two loan funds
one to assist those seeking training in public health
nursing and the other for college women studying social work
and social problems
both of these funds were later
supported by the relief society and the latter was
designated the amy brown lyman social service loan and
scholarship fund in 1931
in the social services department the matter of
adoptions became increasingly important since 1916 the
relief society had informally handled the placement of
children in LDS families physicians often called the
general offices mentioning patients who would be giving up
babies for adoption and seeking homes for them As time
went on the relief society extended its services to help
1

vera white pohlman in memoriam amy brown lyman
1872
biographical summary and funeral services salt
1959 bioqraphical
18721959
lake city privately published 1960 15 amy brown lyman
in retrospect autobiography of amy brown lyman salt lake
city general board of relief society 1945 72
1
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with medical care and even placed unwed mothers in homes
before the birth of their children by 1922 the need to
formalize existing procedures with official recognition was
discussed with the first presidency of the church the
matter was made more urgent by the passage of a measure in
child placement agencies
the 1923 legislature which required childplacement
in the state to be properly licensed it was not until
october of 1925 however that the relief society through
the social services department was officially designated as
child placing agency of the church and another two years
the childplacing
elapsed before the general board obtained a license from the
ionG
adoption
ione
lone
state to receive and place children for adopt
this period also saw amys greatest involvement with
2

the national council of women though as noted her
association with the organization had begun in 1911 the
relief society had enjoyed a long standing relationship with
the council over the years earning its recognition and
respect as mormon women worked closely with leaders in the
organization susa young gates served as chairman of the
press committee in the early years of the century and more
vera white pohlman oral history interviews by david
92 tapes in possession of the author amy brown
199192
hall 1991
lyman
social service work in the relief society 19171928 including a brief history of the relief society social
service department and brief mention of other relief society
and community social service activities
16
typescript
amy brown lyman collection manuscripts division harold B
lee library brigham young university provo utah
hereinafter abbreviated as HBLL lyman in retrospect 66
2

0
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recently ruth may fox aide to the general board of the
young
womens
mutual improvement association
churchs
served as auditor from 1919 to 1925 amys leadership role
began in 1923 when she filled an opening in the citizenship
committee where she earned praise for her thoroughness and
her speaking ability from 1925 to 1927 she served as
recording secretary and produced with the assistance of vera
directory which included
pohlman a 200 page year book and direct
a report of the councils fourteenth convention in new york
city in december of 1927 at the completion of her term as
secretary in 1927 amy was elected auditor where she served
until 1929 when she assumed the position of third vice
president which she held until 1934 in all she worked for
ten consecutive years in the leadership of the organization
and gained both the personal affection of national womens
leaders and added respect for activities of the relief
3
society
in 1926 when the original five year mandate of the
sheppard towner act was nearing an end amy took the
sheppardtowner
opportunity in october conference to reflect upon the
accomplishments it had made possible
in utah alone the
state board of health reported 132 health centers
established where more than 30000 pre
preschool
school children had
been examined
of particular pride for the church was the
lyman in retrospect
pohlman in memoriam 17
3
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establishment of maternity chests by local relief society
units which were stocked with supplies needed for
deliveries and the founding and maintenance of the
4
cottonwood maternity hospital
while the expiration of the act was approaching signs
for its extension had been hopeful by october legislation
for its renewal had passed the house and was before the
senate where it hit unexpected obstacles A coalition of
conservative groups including the american medical
association daughters of the american revolution woman
patriots and the sentinels of the republic saw the act as
an integral link of a communist plot to subvert the american
family by extending the power of the state after the
overwhelming
victory in the house this coalition
bills
lobbied hard to kill it in the senate prominent among its
leaders was utahs own conservative junior senator william
H

king

5

the federal childrens bureau and
sheppard towner work relief society magazine 13
the sheppardtowner
26 amy brown lyman
report national
december 1926
womans relief society for biennial meeting of the national
council of women new york city december 1927
amy brown lyman collection manuscripts
2
typescript 21
division HBLL
5
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progressivism in 1920s journal of american his
history 55
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king was proving such an obstacle that grace abbott
who was head of the childrens bureau appealed to amy and
amy
any
sway
king
attempted
to
help
society
for
the relief
with reports of what the act had accomplished in utah and
sent letters telegrams and even made a personal visit but
he remained unmoved and responded with a letter of his own
outlining the reasons for his opposition to the legislation
in the middle of january he filibustered in response to the

ridiculed his opponents terming them
social workers who obtained pathological
neurotic women
satisfaction in interfering with the affairs of other
people
and bolsheviks who did not care for the family
and its perpetuity
he threatened to continue until the
renewal effort was dead his efforts only ceased when he was
informed that an amendment was attached to the extension of
renewal

effort

and

0

june
in
of 1929
it
amy was baffled by the senators vitriolic opposition and
with understatement concluded in a letter to grace abbott
that he certainly has very little appreciation for welfare
6
supporters of the bill had hoped for a more
work
sympathetic environment in 1929 but were met with the same
rabid opposition As a result federal support of maternity

the

bill

which automatically terminated

6

sheppard towner 265
66 amy brown lyman to
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26566
grace abbott january 28 1927 typescript amy brown lyman
collection manuscripts division HBLL
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child welfare languished until the adoption of the
7
new
deal
acts
security
of
the
social
nineteentwentyseven
nineteen twenty seven had also proved eventful in the
daughter margaret graduated from the university
lyman home
on
prodigy
schreiner
alexander
musical
married
and
of utah
8
amys
pace
of
meanwhile
june
the frantic
the seventh of
schedule seems to have taken its toll on her health for
and

years she had experienced periods when she did not
sleep well and often lay awake in bed working and writing
through the night in order to prevent disturbing richard
she had moved to a separate bedroom and had acquired a
hospital bed to facilitate her activities she grew
accustomed to working there and found it an opportunity to
conserve energy while keeping up with her activities after
extended trips on relief society business she would
sometimes stay in bed for two or three days at a stretch and
would often remain there when her secretary came to the
despite these efforts to preserve
house to take dictation
her health by the end of the year it had deteriorated
noticeably consultation with her physicians revealed that
her condition was life threatening they informed her that
she was suffering from kidney disease and recommended a
procedure that was unusual for its time removal of the
afflicted organ unwilling to publicly disclose her

many

7
8

sheppard towner
brown autobiography 467

hefner
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267
266
266267

personal problems amy arranged to have the necessary
surgery performed at the mayo clinic after the december
meeting of the national council of women the surgery went
well but a year later amy had still not recovered fully
friends and family members had sensed that something was
amiss but her pace did not noticeable lag and it was not
9
until years later that they knew of the surgery
other changes came the following year when in october
of 1928 clarissa williams resigned from her position as
president
general
society
because of declining
relief
health second counselor louise Y robison was called in
her place and amy received a change in responsibility from
general secretary to first counselor which surprisingly
left her with less influence in the affairs of the relief
society insiders had known for years that amy had been the
moving force behind many of the organizations innovations
during the last two administrations she had become so
influential that in february of 1928 annie wells cannon
daughter of emmeline B wells and member of the general
board had complained to church president heber J grant
that then president williams was not even listening to her
counselors but instead allowing amy to run the relief

oral history amy brown lyman to margaret
lyman schreiner december 23 1927 holograph ap
np amy
brown lyman collection manuscripts division HBLL WF
braasch MD to mrs richard R lyman january 8 1929
typescript amy brown lyman collection manuscripts
division HBLL
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any acknowledged on at least one occasion the
society amy
10
disproportionate burden she had assumed
presidents wells and williams had welcomed amys
assumption of daily responsibilities each was considerably
any
sense of
by
seemed
and
undisturbed
she
than
older
competition from the younger woman
womant
domant williams particularly
had been a strong supporter of amys efforts in the social
services department in contrast louise robison only six
years older than amy was unwilling to relinquish her
dominant role in the organization not as well known as
williams or wells had been she had come to the general
board from relative obscurity and doubtlessly found it a
daunting task to compete with the seemingly superhuman
energies and accomplishments of amy brown lyman irritating
the situation was a personality conflict between the two
women amys direct and sometimes outspoken manner seems to
have been threatening to the more soft spoken robison
differences in philosophy may also have affected their
11

10

alexander between revivalism and the
day saint social advisory
social gospel the latterday
latter
BYU studies 23
1916 1922
committee 19161922
winter 1983 37
thomas

G

11

oral history
pohlman oral history leona fetzer wintch oral
92 tapes in
history interviews by david hall 1991
199192
possession of the author mary schindler nielsen oral
history interview by david hall 1992 tape in possession
of the author parry sorensen oral history interview by
david hall 1992 tape in possession of the author though
lyman never spoke of a conflict in their presence each of
the above informants knew it existed and had similar views
as to its nature and cause
pohlman
11
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relationship while not abandoning that which amy had been
so influential in building like others robison may have
a
becoming
much
was
too
social
of
society
the
relief
felt
welfare organization
amys strong emphasis
12

social work was perhaps a
result of the closeness she felt to the problems of the
community
in a common observation through the years she
on

did not directly participate in
the work simply did not understand the pressing human needs
was
vass always important to have an
involved for amy it wa
overview of every situation and in light of her perspective
she saw no reason to cease her efforts which were aimed at
developing more effective means of performing the relief
societys role in charity work
society
amy
reasons
reason
or
combination
of
whatever
for
did not enjoy the closeness to louise robison that she had
known with both emmeline B wells and clarissa williams
yet as she had done before with susa young gates she
suppressed any outward show of differences in the best
interest of the organization however as time went on she
found herself playing a more limited role in the leadership
of the relief society nevertheless she did what she could
to strengthen the social services during the robison years

would note

12

that those

alexander

who

social advisory committee
117

37

always a loyal member of the organization later give
13
robison credit for many of her own accomplishments
and

was
administration
early project during Ro
robisonn
robisons
bisons
the relief societys role in the creation of the state
14
training school for the feeble minded in american fork
amy
many
years
had been aware of the need for such a
for
facility and had joined in recommending its creation while
by
she was part of the state welfare commission in 1923

one

9

1929

she had worked

tirelessly over

many

years seeking

funding for its establishment As part of the legislative
committee of the general board which included annie wells
cannon inez knight alien
allen
rilen and ida P beal she had secured
the cooperation of president robison for a petition drive
among relief society sisters in support of a legislative
appropriation for the creation of the institution over

25000 signatures were gathered while the legislative
committee of the general board and local relief society
leaders joined in lobbying efforts which included personal
visits to legislators As a result of all this activity a

oral history wintch oral history susan
both swensen driggs oral history interview by
beth
elizabeth beth
david hall 1991 tape in possession of the author each of
the above informants used terms like under used and
ignored to describe amys position during this period
14
while the more sensitive euphemisms mentally
retarded and developmentally handicapped are more
commonly used today the term feeble minded was frequently
used by reformers of the 1920s and at the time was a
significant improvement over other terms which had been
previously used
13
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300000 appropriation was passed during the 1929
legislative session to finance the establishment of the
15
school
amy was appointed by the governor to a five
member
fivemember
committee responsible for selecting a

site

and

after

possibilities a location in american fork
was selected
this was only the beginning of amys long
standing association with the institution in may of 1930
she received another appointment by the governor this time
to the schools newly created board of trustees a position
she held until the board was reorganized in 1941
mark allen
alien who served as assistant superintendent at
rilen
reviewing several

16

the school during those years recalled amys concerned
interest in the affairs of the school composed of those
prominent in the field of medicine and social work the
board served without pay and its members seldom if ever
missed a meeting each trustee was strong
strongwilled
willed and
committed to the good of the institution differences of
opinions sometimes led to heated arguments during board
meetings amy took an active role in these discussions and
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hefner this decade was different relief society social
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services department 1919
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own
though
opinions
firmly
of
expressed
her
held
often
ailen remembered
allen
well informed she wasnt always right alien
but she always had the best interests of the institution at

heart

it 17

second project of

this period began during the
closing months of clarissa williams administration
because relief society officers had assumed increased
responsibilities during the dramatic changes of the previous
A

decades williams saw the need for the creation of a
comprehensive manual to be used as a reference by the local
leaders of the organization As a result of this concern
amy and annie wells cannon with the assistance of vera
pohlman were given the assignment to produce a relief
not finished until 1931 it consisted of
society handbook mot
a lengthy history of the relief society written by amy
followed by a series of brief biographies of previous relief
society presidents written by cannon rounding it out was
comprehensive review of policy and procedure produced by amy
18
and vera pohlman

these efforts with the training school and the
handbook progressed toward completion economic conditions
in the nation began to deteriorate rapidly utahs economy
had never fully recovered from its postwar
post war decline and now
As

17

mark

ailen
allen
alien oral history interview

by david

tape in possession of the author
18
pohlman oral history handbook of the relief
society passim
1991
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hall

trying times awaited the state with the onset of the
great depression the resulting upheaval overwhelmed
existing social agencies including the social services
departments
department developing the resources and organizations able
to deal with a crisis of this magnitude resulted in a
national revolution in the administration of relief and
brought fundamental changes to the activities of the relief
society

more
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CHAPTER
THE GREAT

VII

depression

utahs economic dependence on mining and agriculture
which left it particularly vulnerable to the effects of the
great depression the mining industry was one of the first
to suffer while agriculture reeled under the double blows
of declining markets and a severe drought increasing
unemployment rapidly overtaxed the resources of the county
commissions that were legally responsible for the
distribution of relief by the fall of 1930 municipalities
in urban areas were forced to supplement county efforts
through the creation of emergency work programs such as snow
shoveling and wood cutting As conditions continued to
worsen the following year local governments joined with
private charity organizations to form committees to
coordinate their relief activities As a result of this
cooperation contributions in cash and commodities were
solicited and used to establish work relief programs
employment exchanges and commissaries for the distribution
of food clothing and fuel these efforts were

122

administered through existing private and public agencies
including the LDS church
the relief society social service department played an
active role in these efforts by serving as a liaison between
the county and the local bishops in response to the
requests of the latter the department cleared cases and
issued commodity orders meanwhile church leaders realized
own
procedures with
strengthen
and
to
clarify
need
their
the
As a
a more unified approach to the distribution of relief
first step a pamphlet ward charity details of
administration was issued by the presiding bishoprics
office in february of 1930 which encourage local units
particularly in urban areas to create stake and ward
employment committees
those in the stake were to consist
of a member of the high council or stake presidency and a
relief society stake social aide who would be drawn from
either the relief society stake presidency or the stake
board the aide was to serve as a contact officer between
church leaders and the county it was expected that both
members of the committee be selected on the basis of their
1

state of utah first biennial report of the state
rement of public welfare july 1 1936june
department
rtment
1936 June 30 1938
1

with supplementary data january 1935 through december 1938
and a review of public aid in utah prior to establishment of
the state department of public welfare in may 1935 salt
lake city state of utah bureau of research and statistics
3344
1939
this report written and edited by vera pohlman
while she was serving as director of the utah bureau of
research and statistics of the state department of public
welfare is an extraordinarily useful document for tracing
the relief activities in the state through 1938
123

I1

opportunities in the area
likewise in the wards a similar committee was to be formed
with representatives from each of melchizedek priesthood
quorums and a representative from the relief society
the
pamphlet reemphasized the relief societys responsibility to
work under the direction of priesthood leaders to
investigate requests for relief within ward boundaries and
develop plans to assist families by providing free medical
treatment budgeting assistance and temporary relief with
2
cash and commodities in cases of emergency
this cooperative program necessitated renewed training
of local relief society leaders in social welfare methods
so at the request of the presiding bishopric the social
service institutes which had not been held since the change
in the relief society presidency in 1928 were resumed in
the summer of 1930 under amys direction the first was

familiarity with

employment

the work of jill derr to
place amys activities during this period in context see
mulvay derr
changing relief society charity to make
jill
way for welfare 1930
1944
19301944
in davis bitton and maureen
ursenbach beecher eds new views of mormon history A
arrington salt
essavs in honor of leonard J arrinqton
collection of essays
see also
46
lake city university of utah 1987 245
24546
ward charity details 0off administration salt lake city
presid
ing bishopric 1930 3355 evelyn hodges lewis oral
presiding
history interview by david hall 1992 tapes in possession
pamphlet clearly states
of the author the ward charity
cha
however that church relief was only to be turned to in
emergencies
the ultimate goal was to provide more
permanent solutions by directing those in need to employment
or to their families or the county for long term aid see p
3
evelyn hodges lewis indicated that church relief was
very temporary in nature and that assistance for rent and
for example was provided for no more than one
utilities
month lewis oral history
2

1I

have

relied heavily

on

11
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twentyfive
five stakes and involved
attended by delegates from twenty
six weeks of intensive course work on the same principles
amy
evans
whipple
previous
over
then
out
decade
the
laid
supervisor of the social service department assisted with
the instruction and stressed repeatedly the importance of
preventative over curative methods genevieve thornton took
the delegates to state and county institutions including the
provo
and the county hospital in salt lake
hospital
in
state
A
where they noted improvements and observed conditions
second institute attended by representatives from twenty
three stakes began on the fifth of january and ran to the
fourteenth of february with a third attended by twenty
three delegates running from the fourth of october to the
3
thirteenth of november 1931
mirroring conditions in the rest of the nation the
economy of utah continued to worsen
despite the best
efforts of charitable organizations including the church
and local governments by the spring of 1932 resources had
been strained to the breaking point
in july congress
passed the emergency relief and construction act which
created the reconstruction finance corporation to provide
createdthe
loans to states counties and municipalities but in order
to receive these funds the states first had to certify the
changing relief society charity 246248
laura A watkins what the social service institute means
to Us relief society
26
societv magazine 18 january 1931 225
22526
notes to the field relief society magazine 18 april
3

derr

0

1931

225
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to facilitate the gathering
of the necessary information the social services department
was requested by salt lakes city and county governments to
assist in a survey to determine the extent of unemployment
together with evelyn hodges
and magnitude of relief needs
amy combined some representative case histories with the
inadequacy of local resources

statistics

compiled from the survey and presented this
material at the hearings being held at the state capitol to

assess utahs need for the federal funds this material was
then forwarded to washington DC together with other
4
evidence documenting conditions in the state
in august 1932 the first RFC funds arrived in utah
and were distributed to the counties through the committee
on emergency

relief

which had been appointed by governor

dern the states role remained limited to
disbursement until the following march when the legislature
granted the governor full authority to administer relief
george

H

through public and private organizations in an arrangement
worked out among local agencies the church assumed

responsibility for all relief cases where the head of
household was LDS anticipating the increased
responsibilities that would come to the department as

state of utah first biennial report
brevort
revort
changing relief society charity 251
4
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4

derr

a

result of this agreement the social services moved to
enlarge its staff
at the same time officials at the salt lake county
5

welfare department were desperately seeking trained social
workers and approached amy for help she encouraged some of
the departments employees to make the move and provided a
women
were
who
particularly qualified
she
of
six
felt
list
for county positions vera pohlman was one of these women
while she had never actually served as a social worker she
had assisted amy for years in the administration of the
department and in the production of statistical and
educational material amys confidence in her abilities
proved well founded and on september 9 1932 she was hired
as manager of the business office of the county welfare
department where she supervised twenty women in the
transcription and filing of case histories in january of
1934 she moved to the newly created utah state department of
public welfare where she headed the bureau of research and
statistics in which position she remained until called to
6
be general secretary of the relief society in 1940

state of utah first biennial report 46 derr
changing relief society charity 252 vera white pohlman
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oral history interviews by david hall 1991
199192
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199192
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the changes that came with the introduction of RFC
funds added dramatically to the workload of the social
services and led the departments staff to work long after
normal hours and into the weekends clearing cases for food
clothing and fuel orders there was now little time for
the types of aid offered in the past which involved long
term contact and counseling these increased
responsibilities revealed a critical shortage of trained
case workers in the church and word began to circulate that
the relief society was willing to accept untrained
volunteers leona fetzer wintch accepted such a position
in may of 1933 because funds were tight at first her pay
was only in bus tokens for the trip to and from the office
A few months later she received
25 per month which was
raised to 60 in three months when the federal minimum wage
took effect
amy took charge of the necessary training herself
wintch recalled rigorous course work question periods
tests combined with on the job experience doing home
7

studies

many

and

volunteered were veterans of
earlier social service institutes some of whom were older
women local leaders who adjusted poorly to the demands of

7

of the

women who

lewis oral history wintch oral history
128

clearing a case and using
work

modern business machines

in their

8

period tragedy again struck the
during this difficult periods
amy
home
moved
had
with
family
lyman
wendell
little
kathryn after rachels death but despite the passage of
time he continued to find it very difficult to adjust to
his loss while he remained active in business affairs and
socialized often with friends his inability to fully
overcome his emotional scars deeply troubled amy and
richard he sometimes kept very late hours which they
frowned upon and he drank socially and had some other minor
word of wisdom problems which created strains in their
relationship with him richard felt these matters of such
import that shortly before departing on an lengthy tour on
church business in april he gave wendell an ultimatum to
straighten up or face being cut out of the family business
despite these problems wendell had remained attentive to
his parents needs and was very well liked by both friends
9
and family
saturday may 13 1933 amy returned after an
afternoon of work at the social services and richard
on

who

derr changing relief society charity 252 wintch
oral history pohlman oral history
9
richard R lyman journal april 15 1933 richard R
lyman collection manuscripts division HBLL susan
both driggs oral history interviewed by david
beth
elizabeth beth
tape in possession of the author wintch oral
hall 1992pohlman
history
oral history
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had recently completed his extended

trip

had

just arrived

was
richard
house
at
lion
the
late
settling down to a quiet afternoon at home when he was
amy
running into the house in hysterics she
by
startled
the newspaper
had just found wendell dead in the garage
accounts indicated that he had been working on his car with

home from a

luncheon

the engine running and was asphyxiated by carbon monoxide
fumes when he closed the door to keep dry during a rain
reportedly he had a wrench in his hand which led
shower
richard to later speculate that he had been looking for a
10
occurred
occured
leak in the radiator when the accident oc
cured
richard and amy were devastated by the blow richard to
the extent that he found himself unable to write in his
journal for more than a year amy keenly felt the pain but
held her emotions out of the public view at the funeral
she sat with head bowed in grief but remained outwardly in
control As before she put the tragedy behind her and
eight year old amy
focused her attention on her work and on eightyearold
kathryn who was now more dependent than ever on her
grandparents
11

funeral set on tuesday for business man wendell B
news may 15
lyman victim of carbon monoxide gas
deseret
1933 1 richard R lyman journal may 29 1934
ibid evelyn ballif woodruff oral history
interviewed by david hall 1992 tape in possession of the
author driggs oral history pohlman oral history wintch
oral history
10
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the social services were at a peak during
amys
good
a
provided
particularly
work
and
period
this
diversion from her grief franklin roosevelt had taken
new
programs
and
march
deal
the
his
in
of
the
office
first
emergency
federal
relief act of 1933 FERA was approved on
may 12
while the act extended federal participation in
relief for two more years it changed the nature of funding
from loans to direct grants to the states
utahs first
allocation under the new plan arrived on the first of
12
june
in august word came that the federal government had
ruled that public funds must be spent by public agencies
because existing government structures in the state were
unable to adequately administer relief private agencies
were federalized to comply with these new guidelines
As a
result the social service department was temporarily
designated as district 7 of the salt lake county department
of public welfare until adequate public administration could
be created
workers during this period received half their
13
pay from the county and half from the church
these demands also led to a change in the organization
of the social services at the end of the year
responsibilities were spit in december when amy whipple
demands on

state of utah first biennial report
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activities as district
devoted her attention to training relief society

evans took charge of the departments
7

and amy

in social welfare techniques she had continued to
teach classes in social work during these changes and
presided over another social service institute in january of
14
1934
she also began teaching a series of classes on
sociology and social work at brigham young university A
student who attended one of these sessions recalled it as a
her description of the experience
class not to be missed
gives valuable insight into amys characteristics as a
teacher
barely getting there on time in a rush from salt lake
she came each week with lots of books and papers
however shed come to the front of her desk and with
a little hop she was not tall
perch on the
shed
we were as one as she wove
desk and begin to talk
a spell over us
delightful insightful funny
tremendously earn
earnest
she opened the range of the
estr
estl
church social work programs and how they applied to us
and our future assignments or work opportunities
we felt she saw and recognized each one of us
after
class she would stay a little and answer questions and
visit briefly and then off again in a little

women

whirlwind

witty kind fun knowledgeable and an
excellent teacher she added a fresh dimension to my
life 15AMY BROWN LYMAN is a person one does not
forget
while involved in these efforts outside the department
remained concerned that the training her case workers
warm

amy

changing
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received be continually improved As professional standards
rose in the field of social work she encouraged talented
employees to seek additional education at the better schools
across the nation this was important not only to the
proper functioning of the social services but also because
the department set the pace for charity work in the church
in this way she knew her staff would be adequately prepared
to fulfill their dual role as caseworkers and as teachers to
16
local relief society women
As mentioned previously amys concern for proper
training extended beyond the requirements of the department
and focused often on the needs of the individual
leona
amy
played in her
remembered
fondly
wintch
the
role
fetzer
own development her mothers lengthy illness and eventual
death had hindered her earlier studies and higher education
in the depths of the depression was considered an
mother
stepmother
unwarranted luxury by her father and step
recognizing her natural abilities amy sent her to discuss
continuing her education with dr arthur beeley at the
university of utah who after reviewing her record bluntly
told her that she showed no potential A short time later
when beeley asked amy to send someone to lecture to one of
his classes on social work she sent leona upon her
return amy asked her wryly well do you feel vindicated
now
she did and soon with amys encouragement went to
16

wintch oral history
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the university of southern california where she graduated
17
with honors in social work
amy and richard also did a great deal to help others
through this difficult time A nephew remembered
approaching them for a loan to enable him to continue his
1
engineering
at stanford I knew that they
studies in civil
were the ones you could turn to at times like that
the
clymans
lymans provided the money and gave similar help to several

early days of the marriage their home had
remained open to family members who were finishing school or
attending the university of utah this period was no
exception and their personal generosity in helping those in

others

from the

need was a prominent
co
coworkers
workers

characteristic

remembered by family and

18

yet while generous with others amy and richard
remained especially careful not to lavish money on
themselves though her busy schedule often required the
employment of outside help in her home amy took the time to
save where she could whether

bills

that

meant reducing dry

cleaning richards everyday suits on the
back porch with a can of gasoline or preparing a freshly
killed chicken from a relatives farm she was always a
cleaning

by

ibid
18
keith hayes oral history interviewed by david hall
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lyman engar oral history interviews by david hall 1991
92
199192
17
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careful manager and never afraid to work a little harder to
save a few dollars since the early years of struggle in
her marriage when serious economizing was necessary in order
to repay richards loan she had also been careful not to
spend too much on her clothing which though always clean
when
and neat was never overly stylish or ostentatious
working in the social service department especially during
the depression she often seemed to dress down when going
made
about her duties in sensitivity to their clients she 11made
over old clothing sewing a top from one dress to the
bottom of another and while an excellent seamstress and
careful about matching the colors the origin of her attire
was obvious

19

later after

she was

frugality with clothing

relief society president this
became somewhat of a humorous

she had one dress in particular which she wore
frequently and while she took good care of it it was worn

problem

in recognition of her role as the
societys representative when guests dropped in the women
in her presidency felt it important that she update her
wardrobe so counselor donna sorensen was given the
delicate task of relaying these concerns through amys
daughter margaret schreiner who passed the word along to
and out of fashion

19

pohlman

oral history wintch oral history
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her mother who without
20
her wardrobe

comment

added some new dresses to

0

in her work
while never forgetting the small detailsin
details
detailsin
amy always kept in mind an overview of the challenges
facing the social worker she followed a philosophy that
had prevailed among church leaders during the first three
decades of the twentieth century which recognized a need for
cooperation with government in matters of charity and
relief from this perspective church members had a right
to turn to public assistance when in need since their taxes
had helped support these same services in better times
in
amy
1932
society
conference
of
the relief
the october
reiterated her continued acceptance of this view when she
observed that the approved manner of assisting members
through difficulty was to turn first to the family then the
county government which she observed

is legally
she noted that the

responsible and last to the church
church had in the past assumed more of the burden of caring
for those in need than it can carry and while it was
willing to help it was cooperating with other agencies and
groups in placing resp
responsibility
onsibility where it rightfully
belongs
belonged
view
not only with the
in
her
it

20
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oral history
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families but especially the county governments who possessed
21
more abundant resources than the church
As the depression worsened it became clear to those
like amy who were closely involved with the administration
of relief that the resources of state and local governments
and of private charitable organizations including the
church were wholly inadequate to deal with the magnitude of
may
general
a
meeting
board
of
in
of the
the crisis at
1932 she noted a shift in thought among social workers and
the general populace of the nation which had led the
majority to believe that the only source of relief in the
future will be through federal channels as the states and
local communities have just about exhausted their
resources
in august of 1933 she again emphasized this
shift in thought among social workers in another meeting of
22
the board
many saw an increased role for the federal government
in the distribution of relief as a logical step in the
11

wintch oral history amy brown lyman transients
magazine
19 november
and transportation
society
relief
49
1932
648
64849
for a good description of the conflicts
arising during the 1930s between this sympathetic view of
the cooperation between church and government and the more
antagonistic views that would prevail see D michael quinn
provo
years
brigham young
church
J reuben clark
the
dark
university press 1983
the chapter entitled the welfare
278 deals extensively with this
of this people 251
251278
21

9

conflict

may
general
19
1932
society
minutes
board
relief
changing relief
and 30 august 1933 as cited in derr
society charity 251 268 n30
22
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amy seems to have shared
development of social welfare and any
this view social workers had labored long and hard to prod
government into assuming a greater share of the burden and

long looked for a more active role at all levels of
government in dealing with social issues
locally she had
worked tirelessly to get the salt lake county government to

amy had

its legal

relief

burden and on the
state level had orchestrated the campaign to assure
financing for the training school for more than a decade

assume

share of the

she had actively supported federal efforts notably the
programs of the shepherdtowner
shepherd towner act now as the federal
government assumed a greater role in the administration of

relief

she seemed to see

this step as

a necessary

progression an inevitable one only hastened by the
national emergency
in december of 1933 the completion of the transfer of
responsibility in the state for the administration of
government relief to public agencies signaled the end of the
relief societys role as district 7 As part of this
change six stake aides who had been employed in the social
service department at county expense were transferred to the
county welfare department with the accompanying expansion
of county and state services the role of the relief society
in providing relief greatly diminished after the flurry of
activity that began in the twenties and greatly intensified
with the onset of the depression the relief society now
138

began to contemplate a new approach in

activities

its charity

23

amy
scope
understanding
of the crisis
of the
with her
saw the changes that came with increased governmental
responsibility as inevitable and while the government had
accepted primary responsibility there still remained a
large supplementary role to be played there were still
plenty of opportunities to provide service through charity
to the members of the church and the larger community amy
remained sympathetic to a cooperative relationship between
governmentas
mentas indicated by several
governmental
the church and the govern
24
statements made over the next decade
other church
leaders did not share that view prominent among whom was
counselor in the first presidency J reuben clark
mark
dark
while many social workers had come to see government
intervention in positive terms clark
dark a veteran of thirty
57
derr changing relief society charity 256
25657
pohlman oral
state of utah first biennial report 516
56
history wintch oral history lewis oral history
24
57 two
derr changing relief society charity 256
25657
magazine
appeared in the relief society
during
articles that
societv
the early years of amys presidency indicate her continued
sympathy with government relief efforts
both were written
by general secretary vera W pohlman at amys request
they
emphasize the need for relief society workers to be familiar
with government programs in order to help families in their
wards and stakes
reiterated in the text that church
is
it
members have a right to these programs because they pay
taxes see vera W pohlman public welfare provisions
society magazine 27 november 1940 767
75 and vera
relief pohlman
76775
white
child welfare provisions of the social
security act relief society magazine 28 march 1941 18395 see also pohlman oral history
23
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years of public service for the federal government had
learned to be distrustful of politics and governmental
power
he had long been unsettled by the close cooperation
of the church with public agencies and the creation of the
FERA in 1933 disturbed him to the point that he begin to
work on a plan where the church would assume full
25
responsibility for the care of its faithful poor
by
were
not
views
shared
all church leaders at
clarks
darks
this time presiding bishop sylvester Q cannon was
unreceptive
particularly uh
receptive to them and strongly defended the
traditional cooperation with government agencies as the most
effective method in providing relief cannon had been
chosen as one of three members of utahs advisory committee
for the public works administration and in that capacity
counseled stake leaders to work closely with county
officials in the supervision of relief efforts in 1933 he
was able to block clarks
darks efforts to issue a pamphlet which
advised members to look first to the church in matters of
relief instead the church issued another pamphlet care
for the poor in 1934 which reiterated that members of the
church could rightly look to the county for relief and only
26
then come to the church
clark
dark waited quietly for another year and a half for
his opportunity it came after roosevelt signed the social
25

quinn J reuben clark
dark

26
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security act in august of 1935 when a survey the following
month revealed that ten times as many members were choosing
public funds over church relief president heber J grant
was deeply disturbed by these figures and joined clark
dark
during october conference in severely chastising those
the county rolls A threatened termination of
direct relief by the government in the following months
tipped the scales further in clarks
darks favor in april of
1936 his plan was officially announced at the churchs
27
arence
erence
annual general conf
conference
the church security program as clarks
darks plan was known
placed the distribution of church charity under the control
of a central committee which encouraged local units to
produce commodities and develop enterprises to create
employment for needy members
through these efforts he
hoped to supplant new deal programs which he felt were
merely demoralizing doles over the course of the depression
the results of his efforts did bring a renewed involvement
by church members in relief but the church security program
was never able to achieve marks
clarks
darks goals its primary
success in the minds of those administering relief was in
supplementing rather than supplanting federal programs
members on

27
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which were themselves unable to provide adequately for
9

of

utahs

needy church members

all

28

nevertheless in the long run the church security plan
led to important alterations in the part played by the
relief society in the administration of church relief
though it would take months and even years before the
organizations new role was clearly defined
in the short
run however the security plan brought some of the same
changes that the relief society leaders had been advocating
for many years including greater cooperation between
bishops
bishop and stake presidents with the relief society in the
determination of need and the distribution of aid while
the relief society was now in more of a supportive role and
less of an initiatory one the responsibilities of the
sisters were in many ways the same as they had been in
29
many of the details of this cooperation
previous years
between the relief society and the church security program
would be worked out over the next few years but amy was not
able to fully participate in this process of clarification
because a new series of challenges awaited her
0
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CHAPTER

VIII

MISSION INTERLUDE

richard was called as president of the
european mission of the church which required the lymans
clymans to
move to england
he was to be responsible for coordinating
the activities of the several european missions which at
that time included all of europe the middle east and south
amy
was to preside over the relief society
africa
YLMIA and the primary in the same areas these new
responsibilities came with no previous notice and caught the
family completely by surprise amy was in california with
amy kathryn visiting margaret while richard was attending
his regular meeting of the quorum of the twelve apostles
when the announcement was published in the deseret news
after a large farewell tribute the couple left in september
accompanied by their granddaughter amy kathryn and the
in june of

1936

familys housekeeper
wi
with
th the rise of fascism
1

and the rearmament of germany

tensions were high in europe and

many

felt

war was

richard R lyman journal january 17 1937 richard
R lyman collection manuscripts division harold B lee
library brigham young university provo utah hereinafter
abbreviated as HBLL amy lyman engar oral history
92 tapes in possession of
interviews by david hall 1991
199192
the author amy brown lyman in retrospect autobiography of
amy brown L
lyman salt lake city general board of the relief
society 1945 123
1

inevitable despite these forebodings this period was a
pleasant interlude for amy and richard while both
maintained active schedules they found that far from home
and from all local affairs and former personal problems we
were free to devote ourselves wholly to missionary work
this they felt was a joy and satisfaction and an
2
inspiration throughout
the european mission was headquartered in the same
building as the offices of the english mission at no 5
gordon square in london
clymans had to climb four
the lymans
floors to get to their living quarters which amy at sixty
four found somewhat of a daily chore her only other
complaint about living conditions concerned the coldness of
the dwellings she had long been sensitive to cold and
after their arrival she saw to it that the mission home was
heated with unheard of liberality it was reputed among the
missionaries to be the warmest building in the country she
had fewer controls over conditions when she ventured from
0

0

often found

it

it

inside
in a letter home she joked to the family that she often
3
found herself going outside to warm up
central heating also played a role in the selection of
amy sought out a facility for her
a school for amy kathryn

home and

2

warmer outdoors than

lyman
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to dear folks february
15 1937
typescript 2233 original in possession of amy
lyman engar copy in possession of the author
3

f
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granddaughter that kept the temperature in the class rooms
above sixty degrees in line with her progressive views on
education she also avoided schools that resorted to
corporal punishment the one selected met these criteria
but ironically as amy kathryn remembered her grandmother
was unaware that the students drank water from a common cup
4
suspended from a chain at the faucet
amys first activity after arriving in england was to
depart for the triennial meeting of the international
Dubrov
dubrovnik
council of women in dubrownik
nik yugoslavia where she served
as an official delegate of the national council she
europe
by
across
and not knowing a
alone
traveled
train
traveledalone
word of any foreign language was unable to read any of the
signs when she returned home she confided that her
experiences on the journey had given her heart palpitations
once when walking from car to car she nearly fell to the
tracks when she opened a door expecting to find the next
0

coach and instead discovered

train

it

was

the back of the moving

5

the nine days of the conference were stimulating and
exciting ones for amy who was exposed to many of the ethnic
and national tensions present in europe during the period
engar oral history
5
amy lyman engar
amy brown lyman transcripted
Tran scripted from
women of
a talk given at the university of utah institute
the restoration february 26 1987 10 original in
possession of amy lyman engar copy in possession of the
author
4

11
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while the experience gave her greater understanding of the
on
views
peace
her
reinforced
lasting
also
to
obstacles
it
the special role women could play in promoting international
6
amys
one
recognition
of
cooperation
of
this
first
in
projects in the mission was to encourage all relief society
units in europe to renew their affiliation with the
international council many had previously enjoyed such an
association but some areas had been allowed to lapse in
encouragement
by the
membership
through
insufficient
their
7
previous mission leadership
in order to properly fulfill their responsibility to
preside over the affairs of the church richard and amy had
to be intimately familiar with conditions within each of the
individual missions that were collectively under the
jurisdiction of the european mission to this end they
traveled widely to attend local branches and visit
conferences in order to become acquainted with members and
german
1937
they
and
east
visited the
local leaders in
took an extended tour through
holland missions and in 1938 tookan
kookan
european
missions because of the lack of language
the
all
0

0

0

9
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best able to associate with the saints in
barriers
great britain whom she admired for their courage their
8
these tours also allowed
faith and their ability
amy was

918
118

richard and

amy

to get acquainted with the presidents

and

among
group
wives
missions
each
of
of
this
the
their
clymans
lymans were known to be especially approachable and

the

gaarth president of the danish
mission and his wife gertrude were the youngest couple in
the church serving in such a role at that time she
recalled amys kindness and encouragement and special
sensitivity to the insecurities that came with their
assumption of such a responsibleposition
responsible position at a relatively
young age
As she had in the social service department amy
did not fail to perceive the needs of the individual as she
9
pursued the goals of the organization
after she gained familiarity with conditions in the
mission amy became busily involved in updating procedures
and instituting innovations
seeing a need for greater
organizational efficiency she introduced a system of
standardized record keeping practices like those that she
had created for the american saints more than twenty years
before in another project she began a series of social
service institutes in the mission which typically ahead of
concerned leaders

mark

B

8

lyman
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6-

her time were adapted for use in the area by emphasizing
10
the european tradition of social work
tours to local units not only provide insight into
mission affairs but also gave amy the opportunity to do some
sightseeing
sight seeing the same was true when friends or church
leaders came to visit as when amys close friend alice louis
reynolds arrived in england for an extended visit in early
june of 1937 alice had traveled widely during her years at
BYU and this latest trip was her fourth visit to europe
prove
as
would
would
be
she
to
die of
her
also
last
it
amy
most
made
1938
can
and
cancer
december
of
of
the
in
alice
cancerina
cancerin
cerin
this time together by attending the theater visiting with
old friends and touring the countryside
grant
president
month
church
heber
J
that
later
arrived in england to take part in the centennial
celebration of the british mission he was accompanied by
his counselor J reuben clark
dark and clarks
darks wife luacine
savage clark
amys
despite
and
different
dark
clarks
darks
clymans and the darks
approaches to relief the lymans
clarks enjoyed a
close association and friendship during this period
indeed a highlight ofamys
of amys summer was the extended tour of
11

relief
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viamy
kiamy brown lyman
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collection manuscripts division HBLL
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the british mission they took together during which they
benj
sight seeing trip by car where clark
enj oyed a lengthy sightseeing
enjoyed
dark an
avid reader and history buff served as their guide to many
12
of the shrines of british literature and history
another highlight was the extended tour through the
european missions which they took in the spring of 1938
when they assessed conditions and offered support
encouragement and advice the missions were found to be
generally functioning quite well though a few problems in
procedure were encountered from place to place yet by this
time more ominous developments seemed to run through amys
report of this tour war threatened europe more closely
now and she sensed the anxiety felt by many of the people
they visited they arrived in
anschluss
schluss
it austria after the An
where she noted that the people there had become a serious
it
group
anxious
in czechoslovakia national leaders feared
the worst and an undertone of anxiety colored her comments
throughout the mission in may a mission presidents
conference was held copenhagen where the work was discussed
the greatest need was for simplified lessons to meet the
needs of working class members the wife of the west german
mission president noted another problem the theology
lessons for the following year contained so much material
0

12

lyman
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relating to jewish folk that they might not
used in germany

be able to be

13

amys
mission came the following
event
of
the climatic
june when she served again as a delegate to the
women
during its meeting in
council
of
international
edinburgh scotland here too the subject of war dominated
amy
years
two
yugoslavia
agenda
as
had
earlier in
the
it
reported that there was not a single session where it did
14
not come up in one connection or another
while the prospect of war loomed over europe word came
clymans were to be released from
during the summer that the lymans
their mission unsettled business affairs at home had long
troubled them and they undoubtedly looked forward to their
15
they sailed for the united states in
return to utah
september and found ample responsibilities awaiting them
there with the institution of the church security plan
amy saw the need for renewed training in the principles of
social work to enable relief society women to aid the
bishops and
stake presidents in properly assessing the needs
andstake
of families receiving assistance at the request of the
presiding bishopric in 1939 she joined amy whipple evans in

to general board of relief society
typescript no date 1111
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presenting a new series of social service institutes which
options
work
and
case
the
of
fundamentals
the
stressed
16
available in providing assistance to families
amy also continued to encourage an increased degree of
professional training among employees in the social service
department leona fetzer was again among those taking part
in this upgrading of standards after obtaining her
undergraduate degree in medical social work from the
university of southern california she planned to return and
begin work in the LDS hospital when this plan failed to
materialize with amys encouragement she returned to
school where she completed a year of advanced study at the
university of chicago under social work pioneers edith
17
Sophon isba breckenridge
abbott and sophonisba
As amy turned her energies to the familiar challenges
of the social services changes were on the horizon that
would bring her new opportunities and challenges
previously church leaders had decided that the leadership
of the church auxiliaries should be rotated more frequently
in keeping with this decision amy was notified in december
0

0

0

jill
to make way
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of 1939 that she would be the next general president of the

relief society
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CHAPTER

IX

GENERAL PRESIDENT

her term as general president with over
thirty years of experience in the leadership of the relief
society many expected her administration to usher in a
remarkable period in the organizations history and in many
now in a position to build
ways they were not disappointed
on her previous work she took her first step by surrounding
herself with women of extraordinary talent and ability her
presidency and board were composed of an accomplished group
of women of varied interests who formed a complementary
amy began

whole

1

under

this leadership important

changes came to the

organization amy had introduced modern business practices
thirty years before now she presided over another period of
administrative change designed to realign the relief

society reorganization
relief
magazine 27
38
1940
1

society
relief
presidency

january
in her
counselors marcia howells and donna sorensen both had
experience in education and general secretarytreasurer
secretary treasurer vera
pohlman had extensive administrative experience through her
previous work with amy and with the county and state
governments her board included skilled social workers like
leona fetzer wintch those with administrative experience
through church callings like gertrude gaarth and others
whose strengths ranged from scriptural knowledge to the

arts to

home economics
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societys policies to reflect its redefined role in
administration of church relief by the time of amys return
from england many details of the part to be played by the
plan
plan
or
security
welfare
society
church
in
the
relief
as it was known after 1938 had already been worked out
the society remained responsible for family investigations
the formulation of plans for relief and for home economics
including the production of clothing and food items both for
personal and charitable purposes the most significant
change came because now the church as a whole rather than
the relief society by itself had assumed both moral and
financial responsibility for care of the needy while this
led to a weakening of autonomy in the relief society as the
organizations own charity efforts were subordinated to
those of the centrally directed welfare program it
bene
benefitted
fitted relief efforts by bringing more abundant
2
resources to the task
in order to function efficiently the plan required
close cooperation between bishops and relief society
presidents As previously discussed relief society leaders
had attempted for years to bring about this type of
relationship but it was only now with the greater degree of

interest

shown by high ranking church

officials that bishops
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began to respond in earnest while this led to the
resolution of one longstanding problem it created another
more
bishops
As
turned
society
the
workers
for relief
presiden
frequently to the ward presidents
tst many of the latter were
overwhelmed by the added work load and resigned
this
problem began during the presidency of louis Y robison and
had not yet been resolved by the time amy assumed her
3
duties
partly in response to these strains one of amys first
assignments from the first presidency resulted in a
simplification of the societys program in the wards and
stakes several changes were made to reduce the demands
me
upon relief society women to enable them to spend more ti
time
tine
with their families on the ward level the education year
was shortened from
ron nine to eight months and weekly meetings
fron
f rom
were limited to the period of october through may with only

monthly work and business meetings held june through august
yearly stake conferences were reduced from two days to one

with the general meeting being eliminated and only the one
day officers meeting being held
stake leaders were
encouraged to limit the number of members on their boards to
no more than twelve or fourteen in order to avoid depleting

3

Y

derr
robison

magazine 23

changing relief society charity 259 louise
society
the church security program relief soc
11

november 1936
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the wards of potential leadership while board members were
4
to visit each ward of the stake no more than twice a year
while these reductions in programs were being worked
out amy initiated steps to expand the relief societys
social welfare work by creating a branch office of the
social service department in ogden for the benefit of those
A similar
members of the church living in weber county
branch office had been opened in los angeles during the
1930s to serve the areas large LDS population
leona
fetzer had worked there while attending the university of
southern california now on the general board she was
amys choice to open the ogden branch where she assistedthe
the
assisted
edthe
assist
areas bishops by clearing cases through the county exchange
and by providing counseling in particularly difficult
instances
instancesO
while working to extend the availability of the
services of professionally trained social workers amy also
hoped to continue training stake leaders through a new
serles
series of social service institutes but restrictions on
non
essential travel enacted at the onset of the second
nonessential
5

amy
in retrospect autobiography of ami
brown lyman
lake city general board of relief
salt
49 general board of relief society A
society 1945 148
14849
centenary of relief society 1842
1942
18421942
lake city
salt
general board of relief society 1942 32 notes to the
in relief society annual stake conventions
field change
Conventionst
relief society magazine 27 february 1940 113
leona fetzer wintch oral history interviews by david
92 tapes in possession of the author
199192
hall 1991
4

amy brown lyman
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world war forced the cancellation of her plans after only
two institutes had been held
efforts were already underway
at this point to create a handbook for the use of stake and
amy
any had given vera pohlman this
ward social service aides

called to be general
secretary treasurer the nature of the church organization
which involved a periodic shuffling of responsibilities
virtually guaranteed that social service aides already
trained in proper techniques and procedures would move on to
new callings on a regular basis
in order to establish
consistency the handbook was designed to outline basic
social work procedures and serve as a ready source of
reference it included a full set of sample records that
could be copied for the use of local units pohlman soon
developed a preliminary draft and testing began in some
60
wards early in 1942
A whole series of activities planned in celebration of
the relief society centennial in march of 1942 demanded a
great deal of attention during the first years of the lyman
presidency A drive to bring the membership of the
organization up to 100000 had begun during louise Y
robisons administration and was making good progress by the
time amy became president other commemorative events
planned by the general board and local units included a
assignment shortly

6

hall
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pohlman was

vera white pohlman oral history interviews by david
92 tapes in possession of the author
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1991
1991921
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special conference pageants concerts tree plantings and
centenary
A
A
of relief
history
special
entitled
exhibits
society was published and a collection of poetry from past
exronent appeared
issues of the magazine and the womans exponent
under the title our legacy relief society centennial
anthology of verse souvenir plates centennial pins and
even a doll collection which recreated the original 1842
meeting of the society in nauvoo were offered for nominal
prices as souvenirs to the women of the organization A
special highlight was the planned presentation of a memorial
campanile a gift from the women of the relief society to
the church the structure housed the bell from the nauvoo
temple and contained decorative grill work and panels which
depicted scenes from the history of the church sculpted by
utah artist avard fairbanks it was planned that the
campanile would occupy a site near the tabernacle at the
7
churchss temple square
church
all preparations for the celebration had been completed
when the japanese attacked pearl harbor just three months
before the anniversary nevertheless all local
celebrations were held but the large central pageant and the
erection of the campanile were canceled A large cyclorama
stage and curtains had been purchased by the womens
auxiliaries for use in the pageant and these were put into
storage while the dozens of yards of blue and gold material
I1

7

lyman

55 pohlman oral history
in retrospect 154
15455
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planned for use in decorative banners were sold to the women
of the general board for quilts and dresses the campanile
had been the principle concern of the centennial committee
of the general board who with an eye to the impending war
had taken great pains to ensure

that

it

constructed from
non
strategic metals nevertheless after the united states
nonstrategic
entered the war committee members felt that because of the
strong public disapproval for any non
military use of metal
nonmilitary
the components of the structure should be stored until after
8
the national emergency
in compensation for the
cancellation of the central celebrations several church and
radlo
broadcasts marking the
radiobroadcasts
relief society leaders made radio
anniversary and a phonograph record was distributed to all
the wards in the church which contained a message from amy
9
and church president heber J grant
the onset of war brought other changes and
responsibilities to the relief society since the beginning
of hostilities in europe in 1939 local units there and in
canada south africa and australia had been involved in
sewing and knitting projects
these were designed for the
benefit of their military the red cross and other war
related relief projects As the united states entered the
conflict relief society sisters here assisted the national
vera

was

pohlman
ibid
the campanile on temple
square typescript in possession of the author
9
lyman in retrospect 156
8

W
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local units turned their work days over to
sewing projects for the red cross while others offered
their services to adjacent hospitals and military bases
the organization also mobilized the women of the church to
join in efforts to salvage kitchen grease tin and other
strategic materials and was responsible for a survey of
trained and practical nurses in all the stakes and wards in
the united states and canada local relief societies were
encouraged to buy war bonds and individual sisters were
admonished to plant victory gardens
in the area of health
and social work the organization sponsored classes in first
aid the training of nurses aides and basic nutrition in
all these efforts close cooperation with the red cross was

war

effort

encouraged

many

10

while local units became very aactive in the war ef
effort
fort
restrictions on unnecessary travel forced the cancellation
of the general conferences of the relief society as well as
amid all the
stake conferences and union meetings
unexpected activity brought by the war amy and the rest of
the relief society waited and planned for the end of the
vere
bringing so much suffering and
werebringing
hostilities which were
tragedy to the world after that day she could again
11
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society magazine 29 february
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society magazine 29 february 1942 111
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relief
relief

preside over a renewed effort by relief society women to
carry forth their role in meeting the needs of the church
but for amy one last great heartache awaited her one that
in her view destroyed her effectiveness and prevented the
culmination of her accomplishments from ever taking place
the news of that tragedy hit the church like a
bombshell and made headlines around the world in a meeting
of the quorum of the twelve apostles on november 11 1943
faced and apparently in shock
ashenfaced
richard R lyman ashen
confessed his guilt to a long standing extramarital
relationship at the decision to excommunicate him he
stood shook hands with his former colleagues all of them
in tears and left the quorum never to return during his
12
1lifetime
etime
if entime
richard had been an apostle of the church for twentyfive years and was a popular speaker charming and well
liked considered more open and approachable than many
church leaders he was a special favorite of youth and had
worked for years with the YMMIA speaking often about
maintaining high standards of morality he was a favorite
too of the intellectuals of the church who saw him as a
champion more rational in thought and broadminded
broad minded in
opinions the news of his fall was overwhelming to many who
kimball and andrew E kimball jr spencer
W
kimball twelfth president of the church of jesus christ
of latterday
latter day saints salt lake city bookcraft 1977 20812

edward

L

09
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a
model
a
and
richard
had
they
role
friend
lost
felt
himself seems to have been in shock in the aftermath of his
public humiliation only the closest members of his family
seem to have known the full extent of his sorrow and

remorse

13

as dedicated to the church
and its moral values as richard could fail to adhere to such
fundamental teachings As each passing generation removes
us further from the attitudes and mores of the era in which
many have wondered how one

richard came to maturity it has become increasingly
difficult for the average person to understand the complex
environment of the period while history cannot hope to
provide a adefinitive
definitive answer to the complexities of human
personality and relationships a careful consideration of
the social environment of an era can provide clues which
will help us make sense of actions which might otherwise
seem incomprehensible
an important place to begin in this
case is by looking at the morality of the victorian era and
amy and

ailen
allen
alien oral history interview by david hall
1991 tape in possession of the author keith hayes oral
history interview by david hall 1991 tape in possession
of the author susan elizabeth beth
both swensen driggs oral
beth
history interview by david hall 1991 tapes in possession
of the author amy lyman engar oral history interviews by
92 tapes in possession of the author
david hall 1991
199192
pohlman oral history
13
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mormon
community from polygamous
within
the
the transition
14
to monogamous marriage
victorian morality has come to be viewed as having been
based upon unrealistic expectations concerning human
behag
or in popular marital guides of the era authorities
behavior
behav
repeatedly advised women to maintain an absolute standard of
purity before marriage and after both on the basis of
religious ideology and the belief that surrender to mans
passions and instincts would only delay his higher
spiritual attainment sexual relations were taught as a
15
necessary evil in order to bear children
from this
perspective the ultimate marital relationship during the
era was a platonic one for women who accepted this view
and when the popularity of this literature is considered
there would seem to be a great number of them this implied

for a careful treatment of victorian morality see
john S haller jr and robin M haller the physician and
sexuality in victorian american urbana university of
1974
for Gthe transition within the mormon
illinois
community see thomas
alexander mormonism in transition
A history of the latterday
day saints 1890
1930 urbana
18901930
latter
university of illinois 1986 esp chapter 1 the 1890s
3315
and the challenge to the mormon world view
15 and
chapter 4 recurrent encounters with plural marriage 60LDS church authority and
73
also see D michael quinn 11lds
new plural marriages 1890
gme
dialogue
gge A journal of
1904
18901904
in Dialo
mormon thought 18 winter 1985
99105
105 and B carmon hardy
pas
solemn covenant the mormon polygamous passage
urban
university of illinois press 1992
126
sexual
haller physician and sexuality
14
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4

that after the completion of ones family abstinence became
16
a way of life and indeed a virtue
imagine
could
such
to
not
attitudes
hard
that
is
it
impose severe burdens on victorian marriages and indeed
the era was notorious for its moral double standards
involving male infidelity while women were to remain pure
men
man
was
although
too
nature
understood
of
baser
the
were encouraged to live the higher law in practice their
mormon
community was
were
winked
at
the
often
infidelities
able to mitigate this double standard through its practice
of polygamy which allowed men albeit perhaps
unconsciously a legitimate release for their sexual urges
while the generation before richard was able to maintain
their marital fidelity within the broader confines of plural
marriage he came to maturity just when the practice was
0

discussion of the literature of the
esp chapter
period see haller physician and sexuality
sexual
am
1
89
111
behind
137
fig
while
unable to
leave
the
89137
I
III
ili
any study about how widespread such beliefs were in the
cite
mormon community 1I have encountered a considerable amount
of anecdotal evidence over the course of my research that
indicates that these ideas were not uncommon most of my
informants remember the prevalence of these attitudes among
the women of their mothers or grandmothers generation
women born and raised within the last three decades of the
nineteenth century these views were summarized succinctly
by evelyn hodges lewis who remembered her grandmothers
attitude that good girls never enjoy sex see evelyn
hodges lewis oral history interview by david hall 1991
tapes in possession of the author pohlman oral history
driggs oral history also conversations with barbara
carlson 1992 and dorothy lauritzen hall 1992 notes in
possession of the author driggs is amys niece her
recollections of family attitudes about morals are
particularly relevant to the understanding of possible
influences on amy and richard
16

for

a thorough

0

0
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being publicly disavowed through the manifesto of 1890
being the son of a prominent church leader who was himself a
strongly committed polygamist it is likely that richard was
raised to see mormonisms distinct practice as his own
religious obligation and that he had not been prepared
during his upbringing to make the transition to monogamy and

in the lurch by this alteration of marital
mores
brought up in a polygamous society he was now left
to deal with the excessive and abnormal constraints of
victorian america added to the strains caused by such a
transition must be the realization that the abandonment of
plural marriage was a difficult change for many church
members to accept
further richard was no doubt aware of
postmanifesto
manifesto
the continuing secret sanction of some post
unions these continued to take place until 1904 when the
negative publicity resulting from the smoot hearings forced
church leaders to seriously discourage the practice through
the issuance of the second manifesto the lag between
public proclamation and private practice coupled with a
continuing ambivalence among some leaders concerning the
practice even after 1904 no doubt added to the confusion
that made it easy for richard to rationalize his own later
17
conduct
while it is impossible to say just what role
was

left

somewhat

73 quinn
alexander mormonism in transition 60
6073
new plural marriages
49
105
49105
richard considered the
woman he was involved with as a prospective plural wife
richard R lyman to melvin A lyman february 16 1963
original in possession of dr melvina
melvin A lyman copy in
melvln
17
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such factors played in his

later difficulties it

seems

justified to believe that the repressive morality of the era
to minimize the physical side of
their relationship could have combined with the change in
community mores regarding marriage to have placed richard in
an extraordinarily stressful and difficult situation
other factors can contribute to an understanding of

which pressured couples

the most important of which
was the incredible demands placed on each partner in this
unique marriage by the nature of their church
responsibilities both richard and amy followed schedules
often conflicting which took them away from home and each
other for extended periods of time likewise these same
demands often kept them occupied seven days a week and
sometimes late into the night even when they were at home
their relationship faced many of the problems now being
18
confronted by later generations of working families
must
many
were
remembered
be
while
they
also
in
that
it
ways so well suited as a couple amy and richard were known
19
to be quite different
ar more
he was ffar
dlf f erent temperamentally
dif

richards difficulties

one of

possession of the author

richard R lyman journal passim richard R lyman
B lee library
collection manuscripts division
harold
brigham young university provo utah pohlman oral history
driggs oral history
19
nearly all of my informants commented on how
they were temperamentally see for example
different
pohlman oral history driggs oral history wintch oral
history ailen
allen
alien oral history
18
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to crave attention and
amy
hearted
while compassionate and tender
tenderhearted
affection
seemed more selfassured
self assured and publicly at least was
reserved and not particularly demonstrative while these
and other factors may have contributed to richards actions
when one considers the strength of the couples marriage in
other ways it seems likely that a lack of communication lay
directly at the heart of this problem given amys nature
which led her to doggedly pursue solutions to problems it
seems likely that the attitudes brought by the couple to
their marriage from their upbringing made it impossible for
an open discussion to be held before richards
excommunication forced the issue
because he had always
been so attentive to her needs and supportive of her
amy
had no previous cause for suspicions
activities
the
news came as a great shock to her which affected her
physically and left her prostrated for several weeks
outgoing than

amy

and he seemed

fall

from

20

afterward
with his

his respected position of

richard brought a weight of shame that unfairly
reflected on both his immediate and extended families a
none suffered
stigma that is still felt to this day

prominence

21

history wintch oral history wirthlin
oral
oral history engar oral history
21
melvin A lyman oral history interview by david
hall 1992 tape in possession of the author engar oral
history
20
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amy
young
family
margarets
and
weight
more under its
than
kathryn typically they drew close to one another and
supported both amy and richard through this trying period

the couple went into seclusion for several weeks and saw
only a few very close friends and family members yet amy
to grips with the situation in a
quickly began to come togrips
manner that reflected her commitment to her principles and
the strength of her character she had often cited
something she had learned years before while working with
the denver charities the hardest problem she would say
was getting people to realize there was a problem then
they could go on and deal with it
she had long counseled
couples to accept their husband or wife for what he or she
was and not to try to change the person into someone else
personalities she concluded should be respected in
22
some of their friends among the church
families
leaders advised her to get a divorce and move to california
to make a fresh start but she refused to do so she had
long believed that difficulties must be faced and now
refused to betray this great principle she still loved
richard and knew that he loved her now perhaps for the
first time she understood how the differences between them
and the strains of their careers had affected their
11

gertrude gaarth oral history interview by david
hall 1992 tapes in possession of amy
the author cited
brown lyman
family
hereafter as gaarth oral history
ties relief society magazine 12 june 1925 307
22
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relationship typically she supported him throughout the
marriage
within
the
they
together
and
their
rebuilt
trial
parameters they faced
like her family amys counselors and board rallied
around her during this time of crisis and carried on the
daily functions of the organization freeing her from all
responsibility until she was ready to return she was
weekst when sensing her anxiety
weeks
unable to do so for several weeast
223

new

and embarrassment on her

first

day back

david 0 mckay

second counselor to the president of the church and friend
clymans escorted her through each department of the
to the lymans

relief society

as a token of support from the church
24
among her co
leadership
coworkers
workers she followed the advice
she had given to family members and put the tragedy behind
her and never spoke of it publicly her only
acknowledgement of it was an expression of gratitude to the
general board for holding up my arms during that period
in which she was unable to preside over the societys

aff
airs
affairs

25

kept her personal life private and now
one of the greatest trials she faced was the public
knowledge of the affair hating to waste money she had
amy had always

23
24

wintch oral history engar oral history
pohlman oral history wintch oral history gaarth

oral history

engar oral history pohlman oral history gaarth
oral history wintch oral history
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home
on
to
from
bus
her
the
to
practice
travel
her
it
building
bishops
but
headquarters
society
the
in
relief

made

in the wake of richards excommunication she found this
daily journey a difficult trial during which she found
herself greeted by knowing stares and whispers general
secretary treasurer vera pohlman learned of her discomfort
secretarytreasurer
As
and secured taxi tickets to spare her the embarrassment
time wore on amy became concerned about how richards
situation might affect her position in the eyes of the rank
eventually she became convinced
and file of the society
her to
that it had proved too much of a distraction to allow herto
continue to work effectively as general president in the

the difficult decision to submit her
resignation to president heber J grant church leaders
respected her feelings but told her they were not yet ready
to act upon her request and for the time being advised her
26
to continue in her duties
amy was obedient to their counsel and remained active
in adjusting relief society programs to the changes that had
come in the wake of the church welfare plan and the demands
of the war one significant adjustment involved charity
funds at the recommendation of her board the long

fall of

1944 she made

oral history engar oral history the first
presidency to president amy brown lyman and officers and
members of the national womans relief society general
board april 4 1945 typescript 1 original copy in
possession of leona fetzer wintch copy in possession of the
author
26
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standing responsibility of ward visiting teachers to collect
contributions for the benefit of the poor was ended in
october of 1944 with the bishops assuming complete
financial responsibility for all such expenses as part of
the church welfare plan charity funds collected through the
relief society became an unnecessary duplication of effort
like other changes many sisters including some on the
general board were upset with this alteration of
rolest
roles but church welfare made such adjustments
roies
traditional bolest
never been afraid to adopt changes when
necessary and now she was unflinching in her support for
majority of her board in this
the decision made by the majorityof

inevitable

amy had

matter
the continued war effort required a balancing of
priorities between traditional relief society roles and
cooperative efforts for the national defense even as amy
presided over this dual responsibility she joined with
others in looking forward to a return to normal activities
adherence to national restrictions on unnecessary travel had
left the organization unable to closely monitor the needs of
amy
and conditions in the local units from headquarters
knew that this would leave many relief societies in disarray
and would require the careful attention of the general
leadership to bring back conformity to standardized programs
27

notes to the field collections by visiting
teachers discontinued relief society magazine 31 december
27
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time wore on progress on the battle
front indicated that the end of the war was only a matter of
months
the suggestion was made that it was necessary to
and procedures

As

begin assessing conditions throughout the west in
preparation for the task that awaited them at the cessation
of hostilities assigned this duty were counselor belle
secretary treasurer vera pohlman who
spafford and general secretarytreasurer
began a lengthy tour to all the stakes in the western united

states

29
28

also weighing heavily on amys mind during this period
was the planned completion of the relief society welfare
samples had been successfully tested in several
handbook
wards and preparations were being made for its general
distribution vera pohlman went through the proofs word by
romney of

the welfare department and had
gained approval for every part of the text knowing that in
the wake of her resignation her position was tenuous amy
was particularly anxious to see the handbook distributed
symbolizing a formalization of the new role of the relief
society in the church welfare plan the handbook was in many
ways an important part of her legacy a symbol of acceptance
and approval for the approaches to charity work she had
championed for so long
was
a
great
undoubtedly
it
disappointment then when just before its publication word
was received in march of 1945 that her resignation had
word with marion

28
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finally been accepted

and

that she

presidente
her position as general president
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amy brown

CHAPTER X

retirement

AND LEGACY

amys
being
informed
of
release members of her
after
board were asked for their recommendation for the next
general president energetic and ambitious belle spafford
was favored for the job and became the choice of church
leaders spafford picked members of amys board for her
presidency and was expected to continue with the policies
and programs of her predecessor
1

despite the relatively short tenure of amys
intensely
administration it had been an in
tensely active and eventful
secretary treasurer
period for the relief society general secretarytreasurer
vera pohlman recalled feeling that she had accomplished ten
years work during that fiveyear
five year period amy had brought
the organization into line with its new role and had seen it
through an international conflict now it was time for
2
others to carry on
she had remained energetic during her thirtyfive
thirty five years
of service to the relief society through wars depressions
ideological conflicts and personal tragedies and now at age
1

hall
2

vera white pohlman oral history interviews by david
92 tapes in possession of the author
1991
199192

ibid
174

seventy
seventythree
three her retirement did not signal an end to her
activities or to her continued service because she valued
her association with the women who had shared in her
was
one
to
acts
release
her
of
her
after
efforts
first
suggest that former board members form an emeritus club and
meet together socially twice a year the idea was
enthusiastically received and at her recommendation the
group adopted a regular organization with a secretary to
keep minutes and accounts and committees to prepare
programs and arrange speakers
the club thrived and
3
continues to meet to this day
other social activities claimed her attention during
these years earlier after richards excommunication she
had sought to resign her membership in the general

authorities wives club
cluba
clubt but they refused to accept it and
she continued to associate with these women even after her
retirement she became active again in the authors club
and friendship circle and maintained a close relationship to
these women throughout the remainder of her life amy also
sustained an interest in politics during this period back
in 1921 she had helped organize the womens legislative
council and over the years she had remained active in its
activities and this did not change after her retirement
in 1946 she was elected president of the utah chapter of the
pohlman oral history gertrude gaarth oral history
interview by david hall 1992 tape in possession of the
3

author
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order of

woman

legislators

OWLS

which was an organization

congress
or a state
in
either
legislature As late as 1956 she lent her name in support
of the reelection campaign of utahs conservative senator
4
wallace bennett
other activities that she particularly enjoyed came
through her affiliation with the daughters of utah pioneers
DUP
she contributed a number of lessons which were
taught at local DUP meetings and later published with others
in the organizations periodic compilations her heritage
and knowledge made her a favorite speaker at church meetings
honoring the pioneers and she was particularly pleased at
the opportunity to speak at the dedication of the
5
organizations pioneer memorial museum
her speaking talents were claimed in other ways too
As the passing years brought the death of more and more of
formed by women who had served

amy lyman engar oral history interviews by
92 tapes in possession of author vera
1991
199192
hall
pohlman in memoriam amy brown lyman 1872
1959
18721959
4

david
white

biographical summary and funeral services salt lake city
privately published 1960 19 mrs amy B lyman to head
OWLS
1I am
ab
lake tribune july 9 1946 p 6b
salt maureen
indebted to
ursenbach beecher for bringing to my
attention amys attempted resignation from the general
authorities wives club and their refusal to accept it and to
john sillito for making me aware of amys involvement in the
bennett campaign
5
engar oral history amy brown lyman the utah
pioneers A tribute by amy B lyman july 24 1950 being
given at the dedication of the P memorial museum
holograph 1 amy brown lyman collection manuscripts
B
brigham young university
division
library
harold
lee
provo utah hereinafter abbreviated as HBLL
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amy
became a popular speaker at
and
coworkers
friends
her
funerals more enjoyable occasions were the frequent
invitations she received to address the sacrament meetings
6
and social clubs of friends and family members
similarly her writing talents also continued to be
was
approached
she
retirement
her
utilized shortly after
afterher
by the alice louise reynolds club which had been formed by
former students and associates of the late educator and
asked to write a short biography of her close friend amy
pohlman
vera
and produced a
of
assistance
the
solicited

volume recounting reynolds

entitled
reynolds

A

lighter of

life
the

lamps

and accomplishments

stogy
life story

of alice 10
louise
lo

7

she also continued her devotion to the relief society
and
prepared a series of lessons on the pioneers for the
magazine which appeared during the 1946
47 education year
194647

her own ward president jumped at the opportunity to utilize
her talents and shortly after her retirement asked her to
teach the monthly literature lessons in typical fashion
amy prepared meticulously and even rehearsed several days in
advance with friends chosen to read selected passages
the
6

there are

she gave in her

BYU

7

of the eulogies and speeches
years contained in her papers as

many examples

later

amy brown lyman

A

of alice louise reynolds
club 1947 v vii

lighter of
provo

the life Sstory
the alice louise reynolds
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lamps

results

were worthy of her preparation

and attendance

in addition to her continued
association with the emeritus club she also spoke
occasionally before the general board and found herself
breaking
groundbreaking
particularly honored to speak at the ground
ceremonies for the new relief society building and attended
8
its dedication two years later
while active socially and in the church amy also had
more time to spend with her grandchildren after her
retirement margaret had a growing family by this time and
amy kathryn would soon marry keith engar and begin one of
9
amy
remained active in her role as
addition
her own
in
matriarch of her large extended family A niece confided
the enormous anxiety she felt about beginning her job as a
teacher in the public schools of salt lake city but amy
sensed that all she needed was some extra encouragement
nearly overcome with fear the young woman was surprised to
always soared when she taught

emily pollei oral history interview by david hall
1992 tape in possession of author mary schindler nielsen
oral history interview by david hall june 19 1992 tape
in possession of author
9 amy engar
remembered her grandparents taking a liking
to her fiance keith but they were somewhat uneasy with his
choice of profession
professionthat
that of acting at dinner one
evening richard suddenly asked keith wouldnt your
amy and richards anxieties about
rather be an engineer
his career were assuaged when he decided to go into the
engar went on to an
academic aspect of the profession
extremely distinguished career with the university of utah
eventually heading the college of fine arts and in the
process made a series of extremely significant contributions
to the artistic life of salt city and utah engar oral
8

history
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find amy suddenly appear in her classroom on the first day
of the term turning her to face a room full of fourth
graders amy told her to look into the childrens faces
then reassured her that they were wonderful and she would
have a marvelous experience teaching them taking heart
the young woman went on to become a successful educator
another niece widowed with four young children received
you save your mending
amy
needed aid of another sort
told her and left instructions to bring a basket by once a
10
month and she would take care of it
amy always felt special ties to brigham young
university beginning with her days at the old academy and
had long been an active member of the alumni association
community
1937
and
achievements
church
her
in
earned
the
it
her that organizations distinguished alumnus award a
tribute of which she was especially proud after her
retirement friends and associates were anxious to see her
receive some formal acknowledgement for the contributions
she made to the church during herdecades
her decades of service so
when it was announced in the early 1950s that the university
would be building a series of womens residence halls named
after prominent mormon women many saw this as a logical
opportunity to bring some of the recognition that she

history
ryt interview by david
wirthlin oral Histo
hall 1992 tape in possession of the author susan
elizabeth beth swensen driggs oral history interview by
david hall 1991 tape in possession of the author
10

emmeline
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deserved vera pohlman was selected to write a short
biography chronicling amys activities to be submitted to
the committee in charge of selecting which women were to be
honored at the time of amys death there had still been

decision made concerning her nomination
As the years passed from the 1940s through the 1950s
amy began to suffer some of the ailments of increasing age
she developed some heart problems and endured recurring
inflammation of her sciatic nerve but while visitors noted
that she spent more time working and writing in bed she
remained quick in her actions and to the end maintained the
firm determined step that couldpart
could part a crowd all who knew
her agreed that she never became an old woman and to the
end when she was up she was vigorously about her
12
ironically it this energetic demeanor that
business
precipitated her death
at the end of november 1959 she was starting a
typical week of activities nearly eighty eight she taught
the literature class at relief society and early in the
week busied herself by canning fruit in her kitchen
typically she worked quickly and when turning to get
11

no

oral history leona fetzer wintch oral
history interviews by david hall 1991
92 tapes in
199192
possession of the author
12
wintch oral history pohlman oral history wirthlin
oral history amy lyman engar oral history interviews by
92 tapes in possession of the author
david hall 1991
199192
pollei oral history
11
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spilled

water and then slipped in the
puddle fell and fractured her wrist the injury was not
move
nove her over
tomove
considered serious but it was thought best to
to margarets while she recuperated on the evening of the
fourth of december she phoned vera pohlman to thank her for
her efforts with the short biography vera did not wish to
amy
so she gently tried to conclude the conversation
tire
several times but amy talked on and on later pohlman
would feel that this was her old friends way of saying
something

some

the added strain from the fall proved too much
for her amys weak heart and sometime later that night she
13
died quietly in her sleep
amys death was noted prominently in the local press

bye
good
goodbye

well attended by family and friends
amid the solemn speeches and activities of the day a
lighter note appeared after the services when vera who had
recorded the proceedings in shorthand for the family was
unable to find a ride to the cemetery eventually she
joined the owner of the mortuary in the front of the hearse
seeing her there notebook in hand amys daughter margaret
joked to the family that she must be waiting for any last
14
minute dictation
following amys example with time family and friends
adjusted to the loss richard sorted through her papers
and her

13
14

funeral

was

oral history engar oral history
pohlman oral history
pohlman

i
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with margaret and amy kathryn then donated them to her
beloved brigham young university richard lived on four
15
more years before joining amy in death
sum
up
a
as
varied
to
active
difficult
is
life
it
amy
as
brown lyman and it is impossible to
of
that
full
even begin to do justice to the topic in a study of this

and

her contributions were many and she left a great
legacy of accomplishments some of the earliest came
through the special assignments given her by joseph F smith
which formed the foundation for the relief societys
twentieth century
transition from a nineteenth to a twentiethcentury
organization A basis for all this was her effort to
modernize operations and record keeping practices to enable
the relief society to more efficiently administer its
expanded activities and more accurately gauge its progress
and effectiveness
similarly she moved with others to
create the unified lesson plan that brought greater unity of
purpose to the organization and led to the creation of the
relief society magazine which developed into a dynamic tool
that informed and educated the membership
perhaps her greatest achievement during her early years
on the board and indeed of her life was the creation of
the relief society social services it almost seems as if

size

engar oral history richard R lyman to donald
schmidt july 7 1960 typescript richard R lyman
collection manuscripts division HBLL
15
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T

were the role that she was destined for by her
stop over in
temperament and experience
the fortuitous stopover

this

chicago planted an interest in social welfare work that grew
and developed after her call to the general board her
association with others of like mind particularly those on
the social advisory committee helped her to formulate and
clarify her thoughts about a new approach to relief society
charity and enabled her to place her plans for the
organization within the larger context of other church and
community activities
from the beginning her efforts
received the support of relief society leaders and the

president of the church but while always assisted and
encouraged by talented individuals the department was in a
very real sense the direct result of her own driving
realization that a more efficient method of helping LDS
families was needed without her if the department had
taken shape at all it is unlikely that it would have
functioned as effectively
over the years amy tried to keep abreast of
developments in the field of social work because of her
desire that the best available methods be utilized in the
church just as importantly she strove to keep the
activities of the social services relevant to a changing
society and to ensure that the rank and file of the relief
society maintained a meaningful role in charity work this
meant that they had to be informed and actively involved
183

which prompted the educational program of the organization
to include the course of instruction in the magazine on

social welfare

and led

to the creation of the social service

institutes
responsibilities of the relief society
changed dramatically because of the expanded role the
even as the

amy
new
government
hoped to
assumed
with
deal
the
federal
keep the women of the organization directly involved in

the activities of the church welfare plan
mirrored in many ways those of the government both took
over some of the activities such as the administration of
relief previously directed by the relief society but
neither duplicated other types of programs that the
organization had been involved in since the 1920s when amy
became general president she sought to strengthen and expand
the supporting role the relief society played in
relationship to both the church welfare plan and government
relief efforts under her leadership the women were to
continue to do what they had done for decades supplement
the programs of the government and church for while much
more was being done there remained much yet to do
the
social welfare handbook was to be the fruition of one part
of that plan but amy did not see this or other goals come
to completion because she was hindered during her presidency
by the war and her own personal tragedy
when others took
over leadership after her departure they did not seem to

charity

work
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share the same commitment to involve the rank and file and
as a result the bulk of the organizations charity
activities became the domain of professionals relief
society women were then limited largely to so
called
socalled
It
itchristian
christian charity which while important was only a
program
dynamic
systematized
and
informed
of
the
fraction

that

amy had

developed

16

another aspect of her contributions to relief work was
her role in bringing greater government assistance to the
poor and disadvantaged she would have undoubtedly been
happy to turn to church funds alone for the support of the
relief societys activities had they been available but she
realized that by themselves these resources were wholly
inadequate not only was it proper in her view to turn to
the government for help it being an instrument of the
people but such a course was unavoidable given the
magnitude of need on several occasions over the years she
actively supported efforts to solicit government assistance
in solving societal problems one of her most important
early activities in this regard was her support of the
towner act and sponsorship of utahs enabling
sheppard
sheppardtowner
legislation accepting its provisions this began a period
of close cooperation between the relief society and the
state in the use of federal grants which resulted in a
see the pohlman and wintch oral histories for their
evaluation of the changes that came after amys retirement
16
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dramatic drop in infant and maternal mortality in utah
also during the twenties she frequently encouraged salt
lake countys government to accept its legal responsibility
9

0

0

to assume a larger share of the relief burden and was
successful in these attempts A few years later she
orchestrated a drive to obtain state funding for the
creation and maintenance of a training school for the
mentally handicapped during the depression she led the
social services through a period of unprecedented
cooperation with county state and federal agencies and
was actively involved in securing federal relief for utah
under the RFC amy was not afraid of the government because
she realized that it was the only possible source of funding
that could begin to deal with problems of the magnitude
encountered before and during the great depression As the
new deal progressed she continued to encourage the women of
the relief society to be familiar with all available sources
of aid so that they might better be able to fulfill their
roles in helping the needy members
this brings us to another important aspect of her
legacy that of her complete devotion to the church and its
leaders late in life she reiterated her feelings in a
letter to a close friend isnt the church wonderful she
wrote it is surely the greatest thing in the world and

186

07
society
but
next to it
the blessed relief
despite this unwavering dedication her views which were
well informed and strongly held sometimes brought her into
conflict with those she worked with and even some who
presided over her with susa young gates she contended over
the proper approach to take in the relief societys charity
activities a personality conflict left her largely ignored
and underused during louise robisons administration her
support for cooperation with the government certainly placed
her in opposition to the views of J reuben clark
dark but in
1117

comes

each case while she defended ideas

that she felt

were

important she remained first of all loyal to the church and
supportive of its leaders amy and susa gates were able to
work well together despite their differences amy gave
louise robison credit for many of her own achievements and
she maintained a friendly and respectful relationship with
J reuben mark
clark
dark and led the relief society in a strong
supportive role to the welfare plan she was unwilling to
let their differences drive them apart because of her
complete commitment to the church this above all else must
be understood about he
herr because it was this total
dedication that motivated so much in her life
an example was her service in prominent positions of
the national and international councils of women which

to leona fetzer wintch february
1952 holograph original in possession of leona fetzer
wintch copy in possession of the author
17

amy brown lyman
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helped introduce the mormon women to the world through her
efforts here as with the red cross the national council of
social work and other organizations she made friends with
leaders of reform and brought recognition to the
contributions of the church and the relief society
perhaps one of the most remarkable facets of her legacy
18
was the example she set in the wake of personal tragedy
again and again she gathered her courage and went forward
refusing to look back in many ways her greatest triumph
came in the face of her worst embarrassment when she moved
beyond the pain and renewed and rebuilt a damaged
relationship through increased understanding acceptance
and love

another less documented aspect of her legacy which
diminishes each day as a generation passes is the influence
she exerted on the hearts and minds of those with whom she
came in contact
this included not only a group of loyal
friends and co
coworkers
workers whose numbers are now few but a host
of women whom she touched through her conference addresses
and through the pages of the relief society magazine
the
amy
and
brown lyman had a profound effect
of
activities
life
on countless individuals and she was an inspiration to many
in her family her accomplishments and manner have become
vera pohlman felt that the most important things to
understand about amy were her complete devotion to the
church and her ability to carry on after personal tragedy
see pohlman oral history
18
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legendary when grandchildren nieces nephews and cousins

get together the topic always somehow seems to come to
19
aunt amy
considering the magnitude of this legacy it is
especially ironic that today many members of that
organization which she served so devotedly for so long in
such prominent positions have not even heard of her
sadly richards mistakes have caused amys accomplishments
to be swept under the carpet and yet despite this lack of
recognition she remains one of the most remarkable and
fascinating individuals mormonism has produced
1

it

to complain or criticize it
must have been difficult and a little disappointing for amy
to see some of the changes that came during the last fifteen
years of her life the relief society initially retreated
from the attempts she had initiated to extend the activities
of the social services when it was decided to close the
branch offices of the department in ogden and los
20
angeles
work
her goal of institutionalizing the case
casework
method at the stake and ward levels went unrealized when the
welfare handbook which she wanted so badly to see adopted
fell through the cracks during the transition to the
though

was

not her

way

driggs oral history engar oral history
20
both reopened as continuing need became
later
obvious see pohlman oral history wintch oral history
19
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spafford administration to this day a gap remains in the
administration of the church welfare plan other things
went undone
the campanile created for the centennial
celebration was left unassembled and its pieces were
scattered to the wind finally in august of 1966 at the
initiation of some of those involved in the centennial the
scattered components were tracked down and assembled on
twentyfour
temple square next to the tabernacle twenty
four years
21
the effort to name a
after the planned dedication
womens
women
dormitory at BYU after amy was still unresolved
at her death and soon fell through for some it was too
soon after richards fall
tragically these feelings
continue to this day and obscure the accomplishments of the
women of the relief society during this remarkable period
amy brown

lymans
lyman
lynanIs

life

was an example

adversity of achievement in the face of
and perhaps

most of

all it

was an

of triumph over

immense

obstacles

illustration of

what one

individual can accomplish when possessed with an
overwhelming will to do good and is granted the opportunity
to act on their desires amy brown lyman led a life of
consequence
she was never a mere spectator she was

vera white pohlman the campanile on temple square
A statement prepared for the howard and rae barker family
typescript 1990 original in possession of vera pohlman
copy in possession of the author
21
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involved and made a difference and she
22
legacy to inspire those who followed

left

behind a rich

it

22

pohlman

oral history wintch oral history
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her contributions to the creation of the relief
society social services department in 1919 her association
with national and international leaders of reform and her
efforts in sponsoring and supporting social welfare
legislation in utah also examined are her work with the
social services department during the great depression her
38 with her husband her years
mission to europe from 1936
193638
as general relief society president 1940
45 and her
194045
release and retirement from relief society leadership with
attention given to her last years and legacy
lyman was one of the most significant figures in
twentiethcentury
twentieth century mormonism and this account sheds light on
the effect of her activities on her church and the larger
community
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